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Abstract
In the rural highlands of Veracruz, Mexico surface water and precipitation are abundant. There is also a high amount of humidity; nevertheless, the possibilities for access to the water resources remain limited. Development plans do not take environmental concerns into account, nor do they account for local knowledge systems and related resource management. Thereby, the exclusion of rural communities from the state is perpetuated and women, as primary resource users, are not integrated into planning and execution.

This thesis explores women's local knowledge of water resources in Coaititlan. Furthermore, it explores women's management of water resources as they relate to livelihoods for household survival and agricultural production. The way in which these management methods adapt to evolving livelihood systems and landscape patterns were also researched.

Participant observation and semi-structured interviews were used to study what women use water for, and which water sources they rely on. The ecosystem services found in the cultural landscape were also identified, in addition to the political-economic changes that impact women’s everyday life. Five semi-structured and fourteen unstructured interviews were held.

Women's local knowledge of water resource management starts with the way that they use water resources. Access to water resources is shaped according to women’s knowledge of their landscape and related ecosystemic processes, as well as community relationships and external economic-political circumstances. Women according to their growing economically informed needs.

The central event occurring in Coaititlan during the summer of 2007 was a state-funded road construction project. This project influenced women's perception of their environment and augmented their interest in political events, and clarified the social networks and stratification women are a part of. As women’s vision of their landscape is extended to include a larger area, there are increasing varieties of livelihoods that will use natural resources in different ways than they do now, local knowledge of water resources will adapt accordingly.
Zusammenfassung
Das zentrale Ereignis in Coatitilán im Sommer 2007 war ein staatlich gefördertes Straßenbauprojekt, welches die Frauen in der Wahrnehmung ihrer Umwelt beeinflusst, ihr Interesse an politischen Ereignissen gesteigert und die sozialen Netzwerke und Stratifikationen verdeutlicht hat. Die veränderte Infrastruktur und die dadurch erweiterte Landschaftsvision der Frauen schafft neue Möglichkeiten der Existenzsicherung. Das lokale Wissen der Frauen wird sich zukünftig dahingehend entwickeln, dass die natürlichen Ressourcen den neu entstandenen Bedürfnissen entsprechend genutzt werden.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Personal Interest
As a native Nevadan and dreamer of big skied geographies, the reality of water shortage has always nipped at the peripheries of my idealized perceptions of wide-open landscapes. There was a span of years during my childhood that the nearby Washoe Lake disappeared. One year the shallow lake was there, and the next, it was gone. It took a number of years for it to reappear. Maybe it was this apperception that left the indelible print of the contradictions of water availability and water use on my subconscious. I mean, what was the persistent hiss of sprinklers and hum of lawn mowers doing in a place where there was almost no water? And who, was saying that this was okay? Were other mothers timing their daughters’ showers? Perhaps it was these questions that guided my curiosity towards an academic path that, in my mind, would clearly connect people and their cultures to natural resource management and use. This graduate degree would, I felt, allow me to forge together my previous academic and real-life experiences, furthering my understanding of the relationship between people and water management.

As I found out, natural resource management is a field that can range from the tedious procedures of forestry accounting and computer based modeling of rivers to preserving biocultural diversity and integrated land management. Little did I know that committing to a graduate degree in this field would demand some strenuous navigation through a barrage of courses so diverse in their subject areas. It is thus no wonder that at some point in my first year, I found myself increasingly drawn to the most primal relationship people have to natural resources and the management thereof—agriculture. While my coursework followed its required path, I did my best to glean the available university resources to steer my studies towards ethnoecology and water resource management as it related to agriculture and rural development.

I spent the third semester of my graduate studies at the Universidad Veracruzana in Xalapa, Veracruz. Lucky enough to tag along with researchers from the Proyecto de Sierra Santa Marta and the Centro de Investigaciones Tropicales working in different rural areas in the state of Veracruz, I was exposed to the local pride in tradition, the challenges confronting these communities, and the warm, open, and strong way the women managed their households and resources. In the rural areas of in the state of Veracruz, the water situation and problems facing
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1.1 Background

Communities are of a different sort than those that I grew up with in Nevada. Water seems to be everywhere, from the thick humidity, to rain, rivers and springs. Availability itself is not so much the issue, as is the infrastructure and the decisions made for allocating water resources. When I arrived in Coatitilán, a small community on the slopes of the *Cofre de Perote*, it seemed the perfect place to research such a paradox: so much water everywhere, yet so little of it usable for families. To understand rural, agrarian realities, it is increasingly important to consider specific case studies of local resource management knowledge.

1.2 Problem Statement

Mexico is a country of incredible diversity and contrasts, culturally and biologically. The northern, most arid areas generate most of the country’s income and are home to three quarters of the country’s population. Despite having very scarce water resources, the north uses the majority of the water resources. The southern half of the country, including Veracruz, is lagging in its economic development and corresponding natural resource management scheme. While this half has the most abundant water resources and precipitation, its populations, in general, have access to and use much less. This paradoxical situation shows that water resource management is a huge national challenge (CNA website 2007). Political and legal measures are in place; however, they fail to be integrated into the reality of the water resource management situation in the rural regions. The legal framework and political measures are directed towards the state level, allowing small communities to get swallowed by the water management regime (Carabias, et al., 2005; Eling & Sanchez-Rodriguez, 2000; La Agenda Azul de las Mujeres, 2006). As in many places, labor patterns are shifting, accounting for men’s absence from their communities themselves, and so women have a growing presence in the management of rural communities and are simultaneously responsible for taking charge of the local water resource management (Meinzen-Dick & Zwarteveen, 1998; Cleaver, 1998) and assuming knowledge of the resource situation.

In the rural highlands in Veracruz, water is abundant. This applies to both surface waters and climate-related events. However, the streams and river are polluted, and there is a lack of access to spring water. Both pollution and lack of access are problems for women whose livelihoods depend on these water sources. They are unable to use the polluted streams and river, and have to find spring water to use. Abundant precipitation and humidity are relied upon for crop production. Changes in precipitation patterns are problematic for planning for food production, mobility, and social participation. Engineers and planners do not take precipitation
and seasonal patterns into account when designing projects for rural development. Their uninformed planning, combined with strong climate events create problems throughout the cultural landscape. Such problems include damaging biodiversity, cultural landscape, and affiliated ecosystem services (Buechler, 2000; Durand & Lazos, 2004; Palacio-Velez, 1997).

As in many rural areas in Mexico, women have had to spend a large portion of their days retrieving water from whichever sources are available. In Coatitilán, gravity driven water-tubing infrastructure was installed in the 1990s. This so-called improvement proves provisional and unreliable, rendering a general lack of access to water sources for households. Pollution stems from women’s household activities, development projects that are meant to develop Coatitilán’s economic activity and infrastructure. Development planning does not respond to local environmental situations or needs, nor does it take into account the local knowledge systems and resource management. It thereby perpetuates the exclusion of rural communities from the state and the exclusion of women from these communities by neglecting to consult them on their needs and the resources they depend on (Shiva, 1989; Meinzen-Dick & Zwarteveen, 1998).

Daily management of water resources reflects the changes in living and livelihood conditions. As the principle managers of water resources, women are the most affected group within rural populations and indigenous populations in Mexico. Women’s management and knowledge of natural resources are ignored and not valued by the state because they belong to the private, and decentralized management sphere (Zwarteveen & Meinzen-Dick, 1998). The “Agenda Azul de las Mujeres” was established in Mexico in order to identify the needs, problems and propositions of women and how they have to do with access, management and control of water resources (Smith & Marin, 2005). The limited access women have and their limited control of the water resources or dealing with consequences of either excess or lack of water resources due to property rights reduces the equity in access to water (Agenda Azul de las Mujeres, 2008).

The main problem I am dealing with in my thesis is the fact that women’s knowledge of water resources in their livelihoods and practice of agriculture have remained largely invisible to regional, national and international environmental and development agencies. This may occur because women’s local knowledge about water resources is not available to rural developers, who still do not consider women’s livelihood tasks as the keystone of rural community life that
they are. When women or their knowledge is not taken seriously or considered, they themselves do not value their knowledge of natural resources. Women are not accounted for in development, because their knowledge is not deemed as valuable, because it is not “scientific.” I feel that if women’s local knowledge based on natural resources would be examined and investigated more often, it would more often be consulted in rural development planning, boosting women’s participation, and boosting the value they themselves attest to their knowledge.

1.3 Objective
My objective is to research women’s local knowledge of water resources and management thereof and find out how it is adapted to changing livelihood systems and landscape patterns. This thesis should thereby explore the relationship between local women and their rural water management system in the Veracruz highlands. This system rests on how the women in Coatitilán use water resources, and why their corresponding knowledge is the way it is, how the local cultural landscape and livelihoods inform their knowledge. The goal is to move beyond the attempt to locate the struggle over resources within this context and the corresponding resources. The practices of the women and the men, within limiting but not determining social structures, are critical to the way local knowledge is formed (Moore, 1996). Women remain acutely aware that the rules of access to and control over usable water resources are not about systematizing tradition, but instead, the result of local political resource-based negotiations and men’s migration (Carney, 1996). Discussing resource access and control have proven to be relevant in the discourse surrounding resource use, especially at the level of household management (Agrawal, 1992), which women’s knowledge is based on.

Comprehending what women know about water resources and how they manage them, is crucial to their participation and representation in decision-making processes regarding the way the natural resources in and around their community are managed. To portray what women know about water resources in Coatitilán, I will try to identify what women know about water resources and the relationships between other natural resources in their cultural landscape. Then I will explore factors that seem to influence and potentially change women’s local knowledge of the water resources that I find particularly interesting, including climate change, the regional political economy, and traditional water management methods.
The overall objective is to identify what makes up women’s local knowledge of water resources and the intricate relationships between water uses and other natural resources in the immediate environment, cultural landscape, that define the way they manage water resources. This thesis should thereby also build on the existing corpus of literature on local knowledge of natural resource management, women’s water management, and present a case study that fits into the political ecology realm. I would hope that my thesis would link local to scientific knowledge, as it relates to water management. The secondary objective of my thesis and research should be considered as a pilot study, testing my own ability as a researcher to apply theory to a real life situation and conduct ethnoecological fieldwork.

1.4 Research Questions
The main question guiding my research is concerned with what women’s local knowledge of water resource management is in Coatitilán and why it is the way it is. In exploring this question, I will address the following subset of questions:

1. What is the livelihood context of water use in women's everyday life and livelihood tasks?
This question deals with how what women do is related to natural resources, their dependence on them, and how their livelihoods define their relationship to the natural resources in their immediate agroecosystem and landscape. In particular, this question will define what women define as their water resources, what they are used for specifically, and how access is defined—if property rights play an important role or not in how women use the resources they define as water. This question deals with the political ecological context that women in Coatitilán manage water within.

2. Which ecosystemic processes do women recognize as occurring between the ecosystemic elements that they also identify in their immediate cultural landscape?
I cannot understand how women understand water resources and why they manage them the way they do without finding out how women understand the agroecosystem that they are a part of.

3. What is the political-economic context that women manage their water resources in?
When we are talking about the political-economic context of a small, agrarian mountain community, we are talking about the power structures, social hierarchy, decision-making power,
and how these forces may or may not be related to income generation or simple means of survival that women depend upon. This question is related to the first question, as the political structure within the community of Coatitilán is very dependent on the level of women’s empowerment. This is, in turn, dependent on what all women are in charge of, what they know about the functioning of their cultural landscape, and their role in it, as water managers for their families’ survival, based on how women perceive the relationship between the milpa and water resources, and remaining water management for household duties, all belonging the larger picture of their livelihoods. Their knowledge may have changed as the infrastructure in Coatitilán and access to resources in Xico, Xalapa, or even further away has increased or grown easier.

1.6 Definition of terms
While some readers may demand consistency, I relinquish monotone terms for the fun of verbal dexterity. When referring to rural women, I refer to them as they belong to a community of land managers. I use the term peasant interchangeably with land manager, farmer, and agricultural producer.

All of the terms mentioned above refer to some main characteristics as defined by Ellis (1993). These include that these people should be distinguished from non-farm groups and agricultural enterprises such as plantations, estates, or commercial family farm. Terms referring to peasant and land managers indicate spatial and temporal adaptation to change, including their traditions. Furthermore, peasant and land manager families and their households should be considered a whole “unit of analysis” as it interacts with the larger economy. Peasants are not completely integrated into markets, partially because these markets are not adapted to the farmer’s mode of production and survival. These families not only farm, but also are engaged in non-market livelihood activities, including gathering firewood and water retrieval (Ellis, 1993; Chayanov, 1991). I use the term “livelihood” in reference to all of the tasks that support family and household survival, specifically their means of subsistence.

Sauer (1925) has a thorough description of what a cultural landscape is, and how it is formed, and how cultural development and changes continuously created and then recreate the places and landscapes where people live. He maintained that the cultural landscape is shaped by a culture group’s use of their natural landscape. Essentially, culture is the means, the natural area is the medium, and the result is the cultural landscape. The natural area is of utmost importance, since it supplies the resources that shape the cultural landscape. When I refer to
landscape, I am referring to everything that can be seen, from the ground to the clouds and the sky.

Gender refers to the power relations between women and men as they are revealed in a range of practices, ideas, and representations, including the division of labor, roles, and resources. The power relations can be attributed to different abilities, attitudes, desires, personality traits, and behavioral patterns (Agrawal, 1994; Nightengale, 2003). However, discussing or defining gender is not my goal, as this entails a study of its own (see Butler, 1990; Connell, 2002). Nevertheless, it is the in the power relations and all correlated patterns that have a lasting effect on the way natural resources are used and managed.
2. Literature Review

In my research of women’s local knowledge of water resources, I thought, at first, that this was a fairly specific subject. It turns out I was wrong. Yes, it does fit under the rubric of political ecological, ethnoecological, and feminist geography studies. But drawing the lines between these fields became harder and harder for me. The more and more I got drawn into my literature review, the more integrated everything seemed to be.

When investigating women’s local knowledge of water resources, I first had to identify all the separate concepts that are part of this subject area. Water management in general, is a political process. Because it is a political process directly affiliated with natural resources, water resources, I reviewed political ecology literature, dealing with access and control over resources. To better understand rural, agrarian management structures, it is important to first find out what local knowledge is, as it is strongly related to control and access. I would have to get a strong base in the general discourse of local knowledge, including what farmers, land managers in general and women know about the processes occurring between elements in the ecosystem. And, because what people know is based on what they need resources for and the corresponding tasks, many divisions of labor and corresponding knowledge is gendered. I also reviewed literature falling into gendered political ecology or feminist environmentalism.

First I will review political ecology literature, which is important for a base of political-economic contexts that natural resources are managed in. Second, I will review a body of literature dealing with local people’s knowledge of ecosystem components and how these people systematize natural resources in relation to each other. This deals with local knowledge. Lastly, I will review literature that is relevant to women’s livelihoods and their water use and management.

2.1 Political Ecology

Political ecology encompasses conservation, use and control of natural resources by social groups in the face of complex relations between politics, economic pressures and societal regulations (Blaikie, 1985; Peet & Watts, 1996; Haenn, 1999; Watts, 2000, Robbins, 2005). Political ecological studies are rooted in their critique of the quest for economic growth leading to a shortage and misuse of natural resources (Peet & Watts, 1996). Doing a literature review of these corresponding studies served to become informed about the basis of discussions dealing with the people—natural resources relationship and the ways in which it is typically considered.
The historical development of political ecology as a discipline of its own is embedded in the history of economics. This means that economic theorists from the 17th century, including Adam Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, and Marx all contributed to the fundamentals of how people relate to natural resources. Namely, during this period, natural resources were implicitly linked to economic activity, since these resources provided the materials for productive activities. Thus, the political economy\(^1\) is transformed by and transforms individuals and nature. By simply studying the political economy everything gets reduced to social constructions, thereby disregarding all things non-human. And so, ecology is expanded by political ecology to better include cultural and political activity within the analysis of ecosystems that are considerably but not wholly socially constructed, thereby expanding formerly narrow interpretations of either field (Greenburg & Park, 1994).

Throughout the 20th century, social scientists further explored the place of humans in ecosystems. The link between access to ecosystem services and power played a crucial role in how natural resources were managed. The concept of the hydraulic empire referred to a social or political structure that maintained power by having exclusive control over access to water (Wittfogel, 1957). Peasant studies (Chayanov, 1986) combined questions of how communities were being integrated into and simultaneously transformed by a global economy with local resource management and environmental regulation and stability, dealing with the transition of the global economic forces of capitalism (Peet & Watts, 1996). Chayanov (1986) studied how a farm family could adapt to or manage its livelihood during periods of resource scarcity and market fluctuations (Chayanov, 1986; Robbins, 2001). Scientists from this time period working under the banner cultural ecology and geography could now, retrospectively, fit also into the political ecology category.

An important facet of political ecology is its exploration of the adaptive relationship that land managers\(^2\) have to their livelihoods and corresponding natural resources (Walter, 2005). Blaikie & Brookfield (1987) considered the land manager, who is also in charge of food production, as a central actor in exploring people’s relationship to nature. This is reflected by the fact that historically, peasant societies worldwide were adaptive systems, and followed cycles parallel to

---

\(^1\) Understood as the study of the condition under which production is organized by regions and nation-states; the ways that communities with common economic interests used politics to effect beneficial changes (Robbins, 2005).

\(^2\) I use the term land manager, farmer and peasant interchangeably, all in reference to rural persons who live predominantly off of the land. See my definitions section.
the ecosystem and ecosystem services (Rappaport, 1967). Rappaport’s studies of wild pig populations and the peasants in New Guinea are one example of how anthropologists were using theories applied to systems from ecology for explaining social phenomena. Critiques of this method of studying people and their ecosystems most often focused on the lack of clear boundaries in such studies (Park & Greenburg, 1994).

Land managers’ organization according to the natural resources in question often means considering power roles within a user group and the access granted to individuals within the group, or the group as a whole. Many political ecological studies deal with environmental degradation, seeking to expose flaws in dominant approaches to environmental resources, exposing the unwanted impacts of policies and market conditions, especially as they affect local people. It contests the way ecosystem services, i.e. natural resource management occurs, whether through regulatory institutions or local knowledge systems, and if resource user groups are allowed to occupy an important or relevant space in civil society, as resource users (Blaikie & Brookfield, 1987; Robbins, 2005).

Throughout the decades, as political ecology has continued to evolve, the discourse about power relations, namely the interplay between peasants and the state, centered on natural resources that are in the rural landscapes, has shifted to focus largely on questions of access to natural resources and how that access differs between different social groups. Thus, access to and adaptation to changing availability of natural resources, specifically by land managers, who have historically had a central role in this relationship, is, for me, the central message and goal of political ecology. Thereby the relevant position of land managers in the interplay is acknowledged and reinforced.

The social relations of agricultural production in rural communities that are entrenched in local land-use practices play a central role in regional and global political economies. Landscapes cannot be understood without taking the associated livelihoods into consideration. This is based on the assumption that ecological processes cannot be understood without first understanding the contexts of local productive relations and wider economic systems, reinforcing the relevance of social relations of production influencing land use (Watts, 1983; Zimmerer, 1994; Moore, 1996). These social relations span from gender relations, to local history, and to culture, and are simultaneously defined by the regional results of global economic forces (Moore, 1996).
The mode of livelihoods production is a combination of key social and material elements; these elements are constant. In political ecology, systems of knowledge come into play, specifically in terms of investigating social systems that have different ways of going about things: different values and beliefs, priorities and decision-making systems. The field expands the exploration of ecosystems in their social construction, including cultural and political activity (Greenberg and Park 1994; Robbins, 2001; Rochela, 1996). Researchers continue to study local ecological knowledge and management, with increasing recognition of the role of regional economic cycles in setting the terms of subsistence (Barham & Coomes 1996, Berkes 1999). In Beyond Land and Water (Nietzschmann, 1979), the predicament in local natural resource management systems is explained by describing the changes and conflicts that occur in the peasants’ production system, while reconsidering the social context of decisions, the economic context of those social systems, and the political context of that economy. This shows the many layers that make up the livelihoods context of people’s landscape.

Cockburn and Ridgeway (1979) claimed that political ecology is based on the fact [rural] of environmental degradation stemming from corporate and state mismanagement needs to be carefully followed, so that grassroots activity can be documented in response. Thus, their goal is to explain natural resource change in terms of constrained local and regional production choices within global political economic forces, largely within a rural context. This means they strive to get a better understanding of both the regulatory systems that occur in the management practices and disappearing knowledge, and ultimately, integrating these knowledge and practice systems into alternative development approaches (Peet & Watts, 1996). Hempel (1996) claims that by exploring and explain community-level and regional political action in the global sphere, in response to local and regional degradation and scarcity, the interdependence among political units and their natural environment and the resulting political consequences of environmental change can be studied. Watts (2000) recommends a careful analysis of the forms of control over resources and their implications for environmental health and sustainable livelihoods, since an absence of possibilities to do so can encourage environmentally damaging activities (Scott and Sullivan, 2000). Political circumstances can foster those kinds of activities—obvious examples being the Green Revolution of the 1970s that manifested itself in agricultural production all over Latin America.

The process of adapting management of natural resources can result in a range of consequences in the natural resources that make up the cultural landscape in question. As
many studies of shared natural resources have made clear, open-access schemes lead to individuals divesting costs to the rest of the community or society while pursing private benefits. This leads to catastrophic consequences for the resource itself in the long run (Ostrom, 1990). Common property resources are defined resources for which it is difficult to exclude users. There are a couple basic requirements for making commons work. The first is to establish some kind of property rights, which may be private or communal; the important point is to remove the open access condition. The second requirement involves creating and then enforcing resource use rules among the users themselves. Once property rights and resource use rules have been established, both the costs and benefits of any management action stay with the same group of shared users. Commons property resource users then become a management system, because they can mutually monitor management results, and ultimately adapt their decisions, as they need to for their specific context. Failure of collective management is a failure in the specific structure of rules that govern collective property, influencing the value of the resource in question (Ostrom, 1990; Dietz, et al, 2003).

A local, communal property-rights system is characterized by certain prerequisites to allow it to work. These include that there be accurate and shared information about the condition of the resource. Also, it means that those participating in the natural resource management system share a common understanding about the potential benefits and risks associated with the continuance of the existing condition as contrasted with changes in norms and rules that they could feasibly adopt. Trust in a key ingredient in the system and the respective “norms of reciprocity.” Based on this trust, participants follow certain agreed-upon rules that are based neither solely on unanimity nor on explicit control by few. This most likely can only work if participants plan to live and work in the same area for a long time, also allowing the participants to balance their interests (Berkes, 1992; Dietz, et al, 2003). Balancing their interests is a part of adapting to changes and remaining flexible for new local developments, changes that encroach upon small, rural mountain communities through the political economy.

This body of literature has integrated the insights of political economy with those from environmental science and moved beyond narrow area-studies and development studies focus. The multiple contributions of political ecology literature have produced a body of work that has inspired scholars across theoretical, empirical and disciplinary boundaries, thereby ensuring that the way ecological processes as they are interlinked with social processes will be interpreted and re-interpreted for many years to come. What I have drawn from reading about political
ecology and political ecological case studies is that it is the perfect complement to local knowledge and ethnoecological studies, since it provides a global base for a local study of people and natural resources, whether it be in terms of conservation, power or access—and how these three aspects may all overlap.

The political ecological discipline of study has emerged from a long history, with roots in the political economy. When scientists from other fields, particularly geography and anthropology saw the limitations in previous studies, they started applying ecosystem sciences and the methods used to study them to cultures and people’s ways of life in an increasingly globalized political economy. Case studies that fall into this category make it hard to distinguish disciplinary boundaries, but accommodate the interwoven nature that characterized environmental and social problems. Many times they deal with environmental problems that coincide with economic-political opportunities and lack thereof. Specially, how marginalized communities and individuals deal with these problems. Solutions suggest a need for participatory decision-making, or describe case studies where self-organization for improved decision-making improved both landscape and ecosystem services, natural resources, and access to them—both in terms of improved quality or quantity.

2.2 Local Knowledge
Political ecology can and must acknowledge the interested and contextual character of local knowledge, they must also explain the structured biases built into official knowledge systems, which are used by experts to secure employment, control resources, and justify extraction and enclosure (Bebbington, 1996). Local knowledge of managing natural resources has become increasingly relevant in the last century, as is reflected in political ecology and ethnoecological literature that specifically investigates local resource users’ knowledge. Literature on local knowledge includes local knowledge of natural resources, and their management, often adaptive. Gender specific studies of natural resource management are also prolific. Existing ethnoecological literature reflects land managers’, farmers’ identification of ecosystem elements and the processes that occur between them. The emphasis in my research is on the farmer as the “knower” and on the “knower’s” capacity to invent and create knowledge and apply it (Bebbington 1996 quotes Giddens 1979 and Long 1990). With the term “farmer” I am addressing the rural population dependent on agricultural production at large that is relatively marginalized in representation by political/economical decision-makers at all levels.
Rural people dependent on agricultural production are engaged in livelihoods requiring regular contact with their immediate natural resources (Valbo-Jørgensen, 2004; Mackinson & Noettestad 1998). As a result they have a profound awareness of their local ecosystems allowing them to adapt their use of natural resources to changing climate patterns and demands in [global] markets (Berman & Kofinas, 2004; Berman et al., 2004; Snowshoe, 2001; Valbo-Jørgensen, 2004). This means that farmers, specifically, are able to adapt their natural resource management practices because of their deep understanding of the connection between ecosystems elements, from the ground to the sky, from soil to climate. Although it is the farmers around the world are invariably connected to their immediate natural surroundings, it is governments and other responsible institutions that end up defining how natural resources are used, rendering the actual individual resources users and groups invisible to the decision making process. Many individual users and groups are sometimes invisible to decision makers, planners. To avoid misinformed decision making, it would be beneficial to consult with farmers and other local resource users before setting resource management norms (Chambers, 1994), getting an insight to their knowledge of the local ecosystem, natural resources and their relationship to those who constantly use them.

Local ecological knowledge is often an integral part of the corresponding local culture, and management is adapted to the local area. Resource users themselves are the “managers.” They identify themselves as members of local community and not as individual scientists or resource managers answerable to their peers or an anonymous government agency (Berkes, 1999). According to Lewis (1993), knowledge begins at the level of shared systems of classifying natural resources or phenomena, leading to the understanding of processes or functional relationships. This approach considers societies’ modes of production as adaptations to their local environment (Berkes, 1999).

Also referred to as traditional, folk, indigenous, or farmers’ knowledge systems, local knowledge is based on the context it occurs in, reflecting the world view and ideas that are shared by people living in a specific region (Barrera-Bassols & Zinck, 2002). Local knowledge is an active and living paradigm, shared between generations, evolving to and adapting with the influx of new ideas, external pressures, and interactions between individuals and social groups. Local knowledge is not static or isolated, but built upon and spread by social interactions between resource users. While it is specific to certain locations, it can vary from individual to individual or from community to community, according to age, gender, socio-economic status, ethnicity or
occupation (Berkes, 2003; Berman & Kofinas, 2004; Sumberg & Okali, 2002; Ryder, 2003). Local knowledge is the sum of understanding and observations that farmers reveal regarding their livelihoods and landscape (Ericksen & Ardon, 2003). Farmers’ local knowledge is revealed through their agricultural practices, and how they define elements within their immediate agroecosystems (Oudwater & Martin, 2003; Barrera-Brassols & Zinck, 2000). Their local knowledge of the processes occurring between ecosystemic elements is crucial for understanding the way they classify, name, and categorize each element, each resource within the landscape and agroecosystem. To move beyond classification systems (Niemeijer & Mazzucato, 2003), it is necessary to understand how farmers translate their knowledge of the various ecosystemic elements and natural resources to the way they farm (Barrera-Brassols & Zinck, 2000; Oudwater & Martin, 2003). Farmers’ observation and adaptation according to local and changing conditions form a crucial part of maintaining the dynamic nature of their local knowledge (Corbeels, et.al, 2000; Sumberg & Okali, 2002). Farmers respond to instability, variability and transition with an impetus to identify site-specific solutions to sustain, retain, or restore soil fertility, crop health (Hihorst, et.al, 2000), and water quality. This process of adapting knowledge demonstrates that farmers understand at which points of the ecosystem they might need to intervene to produce better results in their production, which reflects their deep understanding of their surrounding natural environment.

People’s knowledge, whether from those who are considered “experts” or not, are embedded in cultural norms, social relationships, and value-laden judgments, even and especially in large-scale scientific investigations like climate change (Demeritt 2001). Ethnoecology focuses on the conceptions of ecological relationships held by a people or a culture. It is a subset of folk science defined by Hardesty (1977, 291) as “the study of systems of knowledge developed by a given culture to classify the objects, activities, and events of its universe”. The application of traditional ecological knowledge to contemporary resource management problems in various parts of the world has become recognized in the international development paradigm (Berkes, 1996). Local knowledge is a preferred the term because it conveys neither the ecological aspect of the concept, nor a sense of the temporal dimension and cumulative cultural transmission. Local knowledge refers to recent knowledge (Berkes, 1999).

Local knowledge can also rely on critical studies of science as a way of the politics of why regulatory structures are the way they are, why they may be privileged or institutionalized, and how facts are challenged. The discourse of local knowledge as it pertains to competing,
conflicting and cultural, racial, gender, class, or regional interests may coexist. Knowledge about the world is synthesized into generalizations and principles independent of context, space and time (Capra, 1996). Stevenson (1996) defines specific “interrelated components” of traditional ecological knowledge including specific environmental knowledge; knowledge of ecosystem relationships; and a code of ethics—agreements for common property management—governing appropriate human-environmental relationships. In a resource management system local environmental knowledge also includes an appropriate set of practices, tools and techniques. Those ecological practices require an understanding of ecological processes, such as the functional relationships among key species and ecosystem elements. A management system could be compromised of the appropriate social institutions, sets of rules-in-use, and codes of social relationships. Local knowledge may grow; both management systems and institutions can adapt, change, fall apart and then be renewed (Berkes, 1999). Klooster (2002) states that there is a differential value of local and scientific knowledge in varying contexts. In rural Mexico, for example, local knowledge has been shown to be somewhat less effective at evaluating the medium-term impact of human actions than scientific knowledge; even through it is more flexible and adaptive in its implementation (Grossman, 2003). While the local knowledge of these processes were reported by researchers, and their findings are considered as local knowledge, I, myself, would claim that the processes identified were structured, systematized by researchers themselves.

This literature review relates to the second part of my research question since it reviews the literature of how land managers perceive their landscape, the elements that are a part of it. Without knowing how the different elements of the ecosystem that the farmers themselves are a part of, interact, they would not be able to be engaged in their livelihoods. Failures of many imposed environmental management solutions including forestry and selling timber, around the world, the results range from failed crop introductions to detrimental changes in property rights, highlight the necessity of environmental knowledge developed locally (Brokensha 1980). Decision-makers neglect local knowledge and corresponding management systems because their fundamental characteristics do not fit the new development paradigm: this refers to the embeddedness of knowledge in the local culture; boundedness of local knowledge in space and time; the importance of community; lack of separation between nature and culture, and between subject and object; attachment to the local environment; and a non-instrumental approach to nature (Berkes, 1999).
2.2.1 Local Knowledge of Ecosystemic Elements

To gain insight into how land managers, subsistence farmers, or peasants, understand the natural resources in their immediate environment, and plan their livelihood accordingly, I read through an onslaught of literature on local knowledge. This literature insinuated that farmers make connections between natural resources and other ecosystem elements, including climate, and the processes occurring between them (Fig. 1). This is to say that farmers use a system of rules and causes and effect for planning the way they schedule their agricultural and other livelihood activities and also organize their natural resources. The local knowledge literature I reviewed consisted predominantly of case studies of farmers in different regions and their natural resources management methods for their immediate landscape.

Figure 1 Hierarchal ecosystem model adapted from Jungerius (1998).

After finishing the literature review for ethnoecological case studies, I realized that I needed to adjust the model to better fit the many additional interactions that occur between ecosystemic elements. The final model that I made shows how water and climate are part of a very interconnected system of processes that make up the cultural landscape or agroecosystem. Ecosystemic processes occur through the reciprocal influence that elements have on each other. A theoretical model made it easier to follow the way local knowledge is mapped out or understood by the researchers. After reviewing numerous ethnoecological case studies done on farmers in different regions, I adapted the model of understanding how farmers understand their immediate landscapes to better reflect the interconnectedness of the natural resources.
In my literature review, I read for processes between local knowledge of ecosystemic elements and natural resources, organizing them in relation to each other in the hierarchal model (Figure 2). This model reflects the ethno and agroecological studies from around the world. The process that connects climate to landforms includes anything that has to do with atmospheric pressures on landforms. These come in the form of wind, precipitation, and temperature. For example, the process between climate, to landforms, and soil can represent erosion through rainfall. Climate can directly influence landforms through wind, by moving sediments, altering the landscape. Landforms influence water resources and their distribution. Higher elevations and steep slopes provide lower elevations with water. Water resources include all bodies of surface and ground water, counting soil moisture. In the model, vegetation and land use is an element denoting crops and human land use planning. Fauna includes animals, most often connected to the agroecosystems and landscape through their manure, used for soil. Fauna also refers to the microorganisms in the soil. Animals are dependent on vegetation and are affected accordingly. Climate also has an impact on animal behavior. Vegetation/land use is related to soil through nutrient addition or reduction occurring through compost or other region-specific practices. The
relationship between water and soil can be identified through the process of water drainage, erosion, and absorption (Jungerius, 1998).

In the following sections, I will go through selected processes in greater detail occurring between ecosystem elements that land managers, farmers, recognize according to the literature reviewed. By assigning farmers’ observations about their immediate landscape to an agroecosystem model, it becomes evident that dividing soil into “good” and “poor” could denote a difference in the way farmers recognize all the natural resources and elements influencing each other. This demonstrates, that farmers’ local knowledge of ecosystems goes beyond a simple hierarchal understanding, and informs them about events and ecosystemic interactions should be avoided or sought after. In the following sections, I will highlight the most relevant processes that include climate and water resources. Because my research deals specifically with water resources, I am presenting solely a review of the processes I interpreted, that include water resources, either in the form of precipitation or surface water.

2.2.1.1 Vegetation and Atmospheric Pressure

Ethnoclimatological\(^3\) and ethnometeorological\(^4\) literature makes up a large bulk of literature I reviewed to find out what other researchers reveal farmers’ knowledge of ecosystems. There are three categories within the interaction occurring between the landscape and climate that farmers take into consideration when planning their cropping: 1. How farmers tell forecasts, how they are used, and what they mean, 2. The link between precipitation and crop or vegetation health, and 3. Land use activity planning with seasonal weather trends.

In certain regions, farmers use plants to forecast climate or weather patterns. Using plants in this way reflects farmers’ knowledge about their local vegetation and how it responds to climate and other atmospheric pressures. For example, In India, the variation of the blooming of the golden-shower tree has been used to predict the onset of the monsoon, since the flowering peak occurs a month and a half before the rains do (Orlove, et al., 2002). Forecasts are important for farmers because that they link atmospheric pressures with their cultivation practices and planning. Farmers who rely on rain to water their crops are particularly motivated to understand precipitation patterns.

---

\(^3\) Local knowledge about climate processes (Orlove, 2003).

\(^4\) Local knowledge of weather processes and forecasting (Orlove, 2003).
Humidity and wind information is especially relevant during specific seasons, such as harvest and pesticide application. Climate and weather variability have a great impact on crop yields and livestock weight gains, and consequently agricultural production (McNew, et al., 1991; Orlove & Tosteson, 1999). Orlove and Tosteson use the term “forecast” as it guides generation, diffusion, modification and application of scientific information in terms of historical, scientific and culturally dependent human-environment relationships (1999).

Some may rely on governmental institutions for weather information, while others make their own predictions based on traditional knowledge. There are several examples. Farmers in the Andes read the Pleiades constellation, using it to interpret the coming weather; farmers are able to accurately coordinate planting with rainfall by reading the stars (Peru, Bolivia: Orlove, et al., 2002).

They connect rain and temperature with conditions that facilitate plant growth. In this specific example, farmers cultivate understand weather patterns in conjunction with potato needs and characteristics. On Lombok Island, Indonesia, farmers rely on rainfall as their sole source of water in their crop production. They use traditional weather forecasting methods that are also based on the stars, moon position, and crop condition (Indonesia: Suyuti, et al., 2004).

Information regarding immediate weather events, including precipitation, wind shifts and dew points, or drying conditions current weather conditions, when available, are most heavily relied on (United States: McNew, et al., 1991). Farmers in Australia base their weather predictions on long-term averages they keep track of, but increasingly work from weather forecasts made by government institutions. The lack of forecasts of future weather patterns instigates the most insecurity in the region (Hoffmann, 2002). Huda, et al. (2004) address the use of forecasting for land use decision-making, specifically in the case of the El Nino and seasonal events for managing rangelands in Zimbabwe, cropping in Indonesia, and southern India. The timing of weather events defines the sequence and timing of agricultural activity and land management. Crop selection, sowing time and area, fertilizer, harvesting, yield estimation, crop quality, marketing and consumption are related to understanding forecasts (Huda, et al., 2004).

Farmers plant their crops according to the seasons to recognize coming seasons and plant their crops accordingly. They adjust their planting season to fit rainfall patterns throughout the year (Ethiopia: Corbeels, 2000; Mexico: Pulido & Bocco, 2003). For example, in the Ethiopian case,
the time with little rain is the *Belg* season, where farmers plant corn and sorghum that do not necessarily need as much moisture. In their rainy season, the *Kiremti*, they do most of their planting (Mexico: Pulido & Bocco, 2003). The strong correlation between precipitation and cultivation shows that farmers understand that crops need high amounts of water during the initial cultivation phase of waiting for plants to grow. Andean farmers connect the distinct growing season with the rainy months of the year, usually from October through March, which are the warmest months and longest days for planting. Farmers rely on the right level of soil moisture and air temperature, and so aim to plant their potatoes right at the start of the rainy season (Orlove, et.al., 2002). Harvesting and subsequent storage is set aside for the dry season, when it is not only easier to work, but keeps crops from rotting due to moisture. In Michoacán, Mexico, farmers focus on forest management, logging and extracting resin in the dry season (Pulido & Bocco, 2003) to avoid rotting.

Farmers relate strong rainy season with successful harvests. This is apparent through farmers’ adaptation to drought years, when farmers lower their number of livestock, use various methods to conserve soil and water and change the fertilizers they use (Zimbabwe: Chuma, et al., 2000). Farmers in Mali blame the reduction in crop growth on reduced precipitation (Dembelé, et al, 1999). In Mexico, the same correlation was observed, the reduction of precipitation resulting in the reduction of wild plant species availability. The changed climate has turned the rain into “being uncaring or envious,” forcing agricultural practices to adapt (Mexico: Hersch-Martinez, 2003).

### 2.2.1.2 Landforms and Water Resources

For many farmers, landforms define whether or not water resources are available and how they are managed. Slope is the main factor in the interaction between these two elements. The connection between landforms and their influence on water resources defines how abundant the corresponding harvest will be (Honduras: Erickson & Ardon, 2003). This is because topographical attributes of the cultivation landscape influence drainage and moisture availability in the soil. Steep slopes will cause water resource, whether surface water and irrigated water, to potentially drain away (Niemeijer & Mazzucato, 2003; Kenya: Jungerius, 1998) and take soil with it (Mali: Onduru, et. al., 2002).
2.2.1.3 Atmospheric Pressures and Landforms

Furthermore, farmers also use techniques according to elevation and its relationship to precipitation and other atmospheric pressures. Atmospheric pressures are linked to landforms typically based on erosion that alter the landscape. Different precipitation patterns form gorges by eroding hills and leaving them rocky. Farmers note that excessive precipitation creates “scraping water,” making hills smaller and forming valleys (Niemeijer & Mazzucato, 2003). This process of erosion reflects atmospheric pressures’ influence on landforms (Zimbabwe: Chuma, 2000). In the Mackenzie Delta in Canada, for example, people relate the erosion and sometimes disappearance of whole riverbanks and landslides with a warmer climate (Snowshoe, 2001). On the other hand, herbalists in Kenya explain that altitude of land influences climate (Jungerius, 1998).

2.2.1.4 Atmospheric Pressures and Poor Soil

The link between atmospheric pressures and poor soil is connected to the previous interaction described. The effects of atmospheric pressures and lack thereof best characterize this, causing soil erosion (Burkina Faso: Lompo, et al., 2000; Ethiopia: Data, 1998). The process occurring between atmospheric pressures and the soil results in nutrients being washed away, which is detrimental to cultivation (Ethiopia: Eyasu, 2002). Farmers consider wind erosion a problem for soil, as wind dries soil out, depleting it of its fertile particles (Ethiopia: Eyasu, 2002; Data, 1998).

2.2.1.5 Atmospheric Pressures and Good Soil

As with the other processes, the knowledge that farmers have of the process linking atmospheric pressures and poor soil at the same time reveals knowledge of the link between atmospheric pressures and good soil. One of the most specific examples of farmers’ knowledge of the influence of atmospheric pressures on good soil is in Burkina Faso, where farmers maintain and conserve the quality of soil by using agro-forestry techniques and constructing planting pits. These pits essentially are a system of integrating organic materials back into the soil. The key is that their technique relies on the wind to transport organic material into the pits they construct (Lompo, et al., 2000).

2.2.1.6 Atmospheric Pressures and Fauna

Farmers demonstrate that there is also a relationship between these two elements, via the effect that climate change has on vegetation. It influences the amount and kinds of fauna and animal species arrive to their region (Canada: Snowshoe, 2001). Farmers’ land use-planning
reveals that they connect atmospheric pressures and livestock. The manure coming from their livestock is allowed to decompose in separate quantities according to season and precipitation. Farmers distinguish between the fertility of the manure according to the season in that it decomposed.

2.2.1.7 Water Resources and its Ecosystemic Interactions

Farmers know that increased precipitation will result in an increase of surface water resources (Niemeijer & Mazzucato, 2003). This connection thus automatically links water resources to atmospheric pressures. Similar to many other interactions between natural resources and water resources and good soil together are related to the soil’s potential to produce a bountiful harvest. The process of decomposition corresponds to the moisture content in the soil. Farmers relate soil moisture and the availability of water resources to fertile and good soil (Mexico: Grossman, 2003; Ethiopia: Corbeels, et.al, 2000).

The relationship between water resources and vegetation/landuse can clearly be understood through soil. In decomposition, farmers consistently relate the necessity of water resources and moisture to speed decomposition processes. For example, farmers have developed several variations of a technique in which they use infiltration pits for decomposition, combining the practices of water harvesting and soil fertility at once. They harvest water, and fill the water pits with crop residues after harvesting to facilitate the decomposition of the crop residues. To maintain a steady rate of decomposition also during the dry season, the pits are watered (Zimbabwe: Chuma et al, 2000; Kenya, Mali: Hihorst, et. al., 2000; Kenya: Jungerius, 1998). Farmers strongly relate the existence and growth of vegetation and forest with rain, because forests attract rain (Jungerius, 1998). On the other hand, the interaction between water resources and soil can also be negative. Surface water flow is, like rain, associated with erosion and washing out of soil nutrients, diminishing the fertility in the soil (Pulido & Bocco, 2003).

2.3 Women and Water Management

The livelihood approach can be used to understanding how people use natural resources in their day-to-day livelihood activities. In the case that these activities are completed in one local place, where the individuals in question are rooted, means that the way they use natural resources is dependent on their local knowledge of the resources in question. It is in this framework that it makes sense to examine the relationship of women and natural resources, and specifically, water. In my investigation of literature on women and natural resources,
stumbled into a few different disciplines: ecofeminism, feminist geography, and feminist political ecology. Case studies dealing with the basic relationship are found in any of the corresponding journals and book chapters.

In this section I will highlight the main themes and issues that connect the sources. In navigating the literature published and studies done on the way women manage their local resources, most often based on rural and somewhat marginalized regions, I found that the discourse is somewhat polarized. One side focuses on ecofeminism, an essentialist theory spearheaded by Vandana Shiva, claiming that women have an innate connection to nature through their spirituality, allowing them to tend to naturally conserve and protect natural resources. This view is countered by geographers and political ecologists, who instead, emphasize the material, practical knowledge of ecosystems and landscapes that rural, agrarian women have (Agrawal, 1992). Gender is one social relation through which the access to and distribution of natural resources—and therefore local knowledge—can be considered (Carney, 1996; Rochelau, 2005; Shroeder & Suryanata, 1996).

Ecofeminism describes the gendered nature of resource use and agriculture—and therefore the accompanying local knowledge. It also describes the way this gets affected by development. Furthermore, it examines the gendered construction of nature, how women interact with nature and the environment and how those relationships are structured by patriarchy and how women choose to resist oppressive practices. Female involvement reflects a hope that political mobilizations can lead to a deeper feminist consciousness and directly challenge decisions specifically out for private and limited production and increased livelihoods opportunity (Nightengale, 2003).

When discussing women’s resource use, the concept of place is crucial, as the relevant literature contests the more static notion equated with community as described in the social sciences. Place, in the rural, cultural landscape is constructed by the livelihood systems that individuals are a part of. Livelihood systems are gendered in multifaceted ways. They are made up of specific spaces for men and women whose work roles and responsibilities are shaped by distinct social factors. These factors include and control over assets, land quality, opportunities to earn an income, access to shared resources, external social support systems, and access to support from the state or organizations (Wickramasinghe, 2005).
Around the world, women’s limited access to resources remains constant. Women engage in village-based, ecosystem based, and family-based resource management to secure their own, their family’s and their community’s livelihoods. Consequently, it is increasingly recognized that women are dealing with land, farming for food and subsistence, and sustaining family farms (Zwarteveen, 2006). This livelihood approach allows for combined research on the many kinds of aspects used to study interrelated gender issues. Livelihoods provide a broader framework for analyzing gender as it related to local contexts. Considering livelihood in conjunction to gender and geography allows for a global perspective to be accommodated (Wickramasinghe, 2005).

Many studies linking gender to environment divulge into material practices that bring women closer to nature and gives them practical knowledge of ecosystems (Agrawal, 1992; Nightengale, 2003; Cleaver, 1998b). This is contrary to the argument coined largely in part by Shiva (1989) that women have an inherent connection to nature, automatically granting them an understanding of ecosystems and their services. Vandana Shiva (1988) asserts that the management environmental goods must be restructured and reevaluated in terms of gendered considerations. Women’s local knowledge of water resources is a part of their knowledge of ecosystemic processes.

Rural women are in charge of their families’ survival and so are both land and household managers. Thus, their knowledge of water resources encompasses processes occurring outdoors, in the agrarian landscape, and based on family needs indoors, in the household cycle (Zwarteveen, 1998). I am not examining the position of women in the local social structures or system. Rather, I am focusing on the production-based relationship between gender and environmental action studies. I do not explore women’s roles or position in terms of power. I focus on them, because in many rural areas, they are the ones that are around. In these areas, women are in charge of their families’ survival. And in heading the household management and livelihoods required to ensure family survival, women’s survival skills are based on a different knowledge of environmental processes and systems than that of men. State-imposed development schemes for production improvement take men’s environmental knowledge while ignoring those of women altogether, leading, in some cases hypothetically, to collapse of ecosystemic elements and their processes environmental systems that are tended to and managed by women (Cashman 1991).
Women are motivated to social and political action differently than men. Efforts by men to expand collective agricultural production in Mexico, for example, making heavy demands on female labor, have resulted in women’s defiance (Mutersbaugh 1999). Robbins (2002) claims that increased cropping and extension of agricultural land actually results in an increased labor burden for women, who then travel farther and work harder to produce the same necessary goods that support the household. These goods include food, fuel, and water. He asserts that differential power of men and women and their uneven access to income resulting from development may also lead to an expansion of cropping at the expanse of lands for fuel wood, fodder and medicinal plants (Robbins, 2001). Because these conflicts take place within rural households rather than between them, resistance and adaptation to changes in ecological processes would thus be expected specifically from women, and reflected in their knowledge and the necessity to involve them in decision-making regarding all natural resources in their landscape.

During the past decade water resource management policies have increasingly emphasized the participation of women in the planning and management in the interests of efficiency and empowerment (Zwarteveen, 2006). Women are often motivated to improve their domestic water supplies as to save time, which can then be used for income generating activities and rural, local development. This view recognizes the multiple roles of women in reproductive, productive, and community management activities and also acknowledges the limits on women’s lives primarily in terms of time available for productive tasks (Buchler, 2001; Nightengale, 2003). Poverty concerns are dealt with by suggesting that by spending less time retrieving water for their household needs, poor women will have other opportunities to secure an extra income. This claim rests on the assumptions that women primarily use a single or distant water source and that they are strongly interested in bringing this source closer to their home. Thus, the women collecting water are also the managers of water supplies and will participate in water management and planning (Cleaver 1998). Decisions over land-use remain with community households. The decision-making process facilitates women’s efforts to reassert their rights as they relate to the natural resources in their immediate landscape (Carney, 1996). The affiliated relationship is the active interaction between practice and idealization of land use. Ideas of land use are continuously restructured, accumulated and changed. Unequal access rights can affect the way people use nature, and how human nature then comes about (Watts & Peet, 1996). So, women’s access to water resources is an important component in shaping the way infrastructure for water is shaped and landscape is developed.
The lines between property and land use, forest and farm, wild and domestic, farming and gathering, in addition to the boundaries between household, community and political organization results in a dearth of systems to consider (Rochelau, 2005; Wickramasinghe, 2005). A lot of managing these systems comes down to access women have to resources. Rights to access of environmental resources are commonly differentiated by gender, as are responsibilities for the management of various ecological systems and functions. Development efforts seeking to alter local production systems may inadvertently reduce the resources that can be claimed by women.

Shiva argues that in rural development, women need to participate to the extent that they are represented not only by costs but also by the benefits. Women and their livelihoods that are embedded in nature are unproductive, because they are mediated by technologies specifically for production, even when these technologies destroy life. She gives the example of a clean river that is not considered productive, as it needs to be developed with [dams] in order to become so. The women, who use the river to satisfy their families' water needs, are not “officially” involved in productive labor. It is only with the engineer, that water management and water use become productive activities. Women rely on facets of nature’s produce in order to produce sustenance and ensure survival. Scarcity of water and food among other resources and needs, affect poor, rural women most severely, because their work cooperates with nature’s processes, because, work that satisfies needs and ensures sustenance is devalued in general. Not recognizing nature’s processes as factors in the process of economic development support for increased control over natural resources in the conventional understanding of productivity (Shiva, 1989).

Local knowledge of natural resource is and can be further used for sustaining women and their families and thus improve life and diversity. “Legitimizing” women’s local knowledge, it becomes both an ecological and feminist political project, celebrates local women’s culture in terms of their livelihoods. This process of changing the perspective can be considered part of the feminine principle, which endorses a non-violent way of perceiving the world, thereby sustaining the diversity of nature. Only the profit-generating properties of a resource system are given value and exploited. The properties that stabilize ecological processes but cannot be used for profit-making possibilities are ignored. The value of nature depends on the economic interest for nature’s resources (Shiva, 1989). Women’s work is often deemed invisible while being linked to
nature and needs. This conserves nature by maintaining ecological cycles and communities by satisfying the basic needs of food, nutrition and water. Survival is apparently enough. Ways of considering the relation women have with natural resources (Wells and Gradwell, 2001).

2.4 Hypothesis
Political ecologists, geographers, and anthropologists including relevant researchers such as Rocheleau (1996), Carney (1994, 1996) and Berkes et al. (1998, 2003) document the way rural women adapt their methods of managing natural resources according to different external factors. In my research, I observed a group of women in the community of Coatitilán to find out how they manage local water resources and deal with climate events. The components and elements of the cultural landscape, affiliated livelihood activities, development implicated changes in women's local knowledge. Rural women’s knowledge of water resource management may be dependent on their livelihoods. If women’s local knowledge of water management is dependent on their livelihoods, then their livelihoods are dependent on women’s knowledge of ecosystemic processes occurring in their landscape. Changes in the landscape may cause women to adapt the way they use the natural resources, including water. Changes in the landscape occur if development policies are put into action, bringing new services, such as education and health services to the community, and infrastructure, such as new roads and a water system.

I hypothesized that women’s knowledge of water resources and management is formed by the livelihoods they are engaged in. Their knowledge of water resources and how to manage them corresponds to the cultivation of the milpa and household tasks, including grinding corn, making tortillas, cooking in general, and cleaning. I also hypothesized that, as in many rural, rather impoverished areas in Mexico, men migrated to other cities and the United States in search of more promising employment opportunities. Therefore, women would have increasingly important roles, in terms of decision making for their families. This would, in turn, influence their knowledge of water resource management in that it would be informed by greater self-confidence and be based on a perception of a greater landscape, as women’s tasks included more and more those of what men were previously solely in charge of.
3. Methods

As Davis and Wagner (2003) point out, the methodology in ethnoecological research publications is too often unclear, many details left out of the process description. When starting to write about my methods, I initially forgot to mention how I even ended up in Veracruz. My semester abroad in Xalapa, Veracruz, Mexico, was crucial for informing my research was my semester abroad in Xalapa, Mexico. This time does not officially count towards my research time schedule, but was important for improving my Spanish and getting insider views to Mexico, simply by being there, my daily routine, going to the market, and taking an ethnoecology and a natural resource management class. Without the semester there, I would not have gotten to Coatitlán.

My research process can be separated into several steps. The first involves a review of ethnoecological and political ecological literature I covered while in Austria. These provided me with an introduction to the major themes compromising the studies of the relationship between people and their natural environment. This literature focused on the local knowledge of farmers and the way they managed immediate and necessary natural resources for crop production. I then reviewed political ecological literature, which deals largely with power over and access to natural resources by their users and managers. This literature discusses the way globalization and liberalization of markets impact natural resources and their users.

The second step in my research process was the literature search in Mexico I conducted during my fieldwork stay. I went to several libraries to get Mexico and Latin America-specific literature, dealing with women, water, and climate, in various combinations. This literature was important for creating a contextual base in which I would be doing my own research, specifically the natural water resources and affiliated rural communities.

The third part of my research was the fieldwork and all of its necessary preparations. This part involved finding a community and contacts, working my way into the community, building up trust, and applying ethnoecological research methodology to real life research practice. This part of the research process was the real test, asking questions rooted in the bulk of literature I had read, applying the many things I had read to my live surroundings and environment. While this part was the shortest of the entire thesis research process, it was the most intense and the
most difficult. It reflected exactly how prepared I was and was not. It also made it made clear to me what precise and clear fieldwork required.

3.1 Literature Search
My literature search corresponds to each part of my thesis research process. During the first phase of my research, I explored existing articles, book chapters, and books on local knowledge, ethnoecology, of ecosystems and elements thereof. I used an existing collection of related and relevant literature made available by Dr. Christian Vogl, and other colleagues, and went to libraries to complement this collection. This part was necessary to get introduced to ethnoecology and corresponding case studies and research. I was specifically looking for the local knowledge that farmers, rural agrarian people, have of the processes occurring between elements in their agroecosystems.

The libraries I went to in Vienna include:
- The main library of the University of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna
- The University of Vienna main library and Institute of Geography library
- The Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration.

The second phase of my literature search in Vienna covered the category of political ecology. The literature I sought out included, on one hand, classic theories on the relationship between people and the way they shape their landscape through natural resource use, texts concerned with the way natural resources are used and managed. On the other hand, it included case studies of specific groups of people managing specific kinds of resources and often, how economic development and global migration patterns shape people’s natural resource use. A predominant theme is access to certain natural resources by different groups, and power roles based on the very access to the resource in question. Labor based migration, changing market structures influencing local demographics of the places where case studies are based. This literature ended up mostly being book chapters and articles on case studies of communities of varying sizes and their natural resource use patterns, written by feminist geographers and political ecologists.
The last part of my literature search was focused on specific studies in Mexico, which I conducted while I was in Mexico City and in Xalapa. The libraries I went to during my field stay in Mexico included:

- Miguel Lerdo de Tejada Library, Mexico City
- The Central University Library of the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM), Mexico City
- Vasconcelos Library
- Library of the National Institute of Ecology in Veracruz, Mexico
- Central Library of the University of Veracruz, Xalapa, Mexico
- Municipal Library in Xico, Veracruz, Mexico

Search phrases I used in all libraries I went to in Austria and Mexico included the following phrases, their translations, and variations thereof:

- “Mexico AND water”
- “Mexico AND women AND water”
- “Veracruz AND water”
- “Veracruz AND women AND water”
- “Veracruz AND climate”
- “Sierra Madre Oriental AND water”
- “Sierra Madre Oriental AND climate”
- “Political ecology AND water AND women”
- “Political ecology AND women”
- “Political ecology AND water”
- “Women AND water”
- “Climate AND water”
- “Land use AND water AND Mexico”
- “Seasonal variability AND gender”

Doing a local search in Spanish, my goal was to find Mexican examples and case studies that had possibly been done on water resources management in rural communities. In the course of my literature search, I met and talked to informants and researchers who were key for relevant but unpublished information. Dr. José Luis Chacón Perez of the Universidad Veracruzana gave me three theses that were based on research and development projects in Coatitilán and neighboring communities. A number of workers in the Palacio Municipal, the city hall, in Xico, also gave me information and short reports important for forming a background understanding of Coatitilán and the rural municipality of Xico. The municipal chronicler, the owner of Café Teocelo, and the worker at the local library all gave me their interpretations, of the local history and on different issues in the rural areas in the municipality of Xico.
3.2 Research Area: Coatitilán

Coatitilán is in the municipality of Xico, which is in the state of Veracruz. I chose to do my research in Veracruz, because the contrast between water availability and usable water supply is so pronounced. Coatitilán could be representative of many other rural, small communities in Mesoamerica that have similar agrarian histories centered around the *milpa* and are looking to be part of the global market. Tucked into the verdant folds of the Cofre del Perote, and poorly connected to neighboring towns, it remains, in 2007, a somewhat isolated region, making for an interesting research location.

3.2.1 Access to the area

My decision to do my research in Coatitilán was less an intentional choice, but rather a case of the community finding me. On the first Saturday of my field visit in Veracruz, I went to the weekly market, *tianguis*, in Xico, and met two women who invited me to their home in the community of Coatitilán. I accepted their invitation, went the next day to visit them, and to see if their community could fit an exploration of my research question. I decided to use this community because it is small and rather isolated. Furthermore, it was interesting because of a development project in progress, it was the rainy season, and there were local elections and the preceding campaigns. I could, based on the dependence on agriculture, the strong climate fluctuations, and changing infrastructure development, explore women’s knowledge of water resources.

![Figure 3 Map of Veracruz state with the municipality of Xico highlighted (Margana Cruz, 2006).](image-url)
Figure 4 Map of Coatitlán and its surrounding region (Margana Cruz, 2006)
3.2.2 Geography

Coatitilán is one of eight small communities in the municipality of Xico, located in the state of Veracruz. The community is located at 2,080 meters above sea level, at 09°70''39 and 19°27’38”. According to the census of the year 2005 there were 255 people, 137 males and 118 females, living in a total of 44 houses (INEGI, 2005).

The municipality Xico is in the Sierra Madre Oriental, covering approximately 2,400 km². The area is located in a west to east strip beginning at the Cofre del Perote, approximately twenty-five
kilometers away from Xalapa (Hoffmann, 1993). While it is fairly close to the larger city of Xalapa, the topography makes it hard to reach and rather remote, only eleven kilometers away, it takes close to an hour by car to reach Coatitilán. It is on the route linking Xalapa to the many communities on the Cofre de Perote. Communities are connected by a system of dirt roads that were built thirteen years ago (City Hall of Xico informants, 8/2007).

Coatitilán is a significant cultural and historical unity, clearly perceived as such by its inhabitants. It has most of its claim to fame due to the historical route that the Spanish explorer Hernan Cortes took on his first trip from the Gulf coast to Mexico City in 1519. The boundaries were put into place in 1542 under the viceroy Antonio de Mendoza, and since then have shifted only in the lower elevations. Ditches and rows of trees mark community boundaries, which have been present for several centuries, put into place to clearly demarcate property parcels (Hoffmann, 1993).

The region has long been occupied, its resources long been used. Historically, forest resource use and hunting were the two predominant uses, depending on the current economic situation. The landscape is thus a result of the land use practices (Marchal, 1983) coinciding with the cultural history. The region, as it is today, is a biotic community shaped by the relationships between different groups of people with each other and with animals and with natural resources making up the features in the landscape (Rochelau, 2005).

Altitude is one of the most often referred to landscape characteristics in the region. Coatitilán is a part of the “intermediate” zone of the municipality, which lies between 1,400 and 2,500 meters. The altitude rises to over 4,000m within 60km, creating impressive climatic differences within the region reflected in crop choice and cultivation. Xico is a region extending from the folds of the Cofre de Perote at 1,200 meters above sea level to 4,000 meters above sea level all within a span of 20 kilometers (Hoffmann, 1993).

Because Xico has a tropical climate and is positioned on a steep incline, with altitudes ranging from low to high, it has rich crop diversity (del Angel-Perez, 2004). Conversions in land use and infrastructure development in the past couple decades have had significant outcomes for food production, female labor patterns and access to environmental resources (Carney, 1996; King 2006). Access to water resources is problematic in terms of unequal access and poor infrastructure planning both influencing access, water quality or misinformed in terms of seasons, neglecting climate patterns (Agenda Azul de las Mujeres, 2008).
Humid winds come up from the gulf, hitting the mountainous barrier and then releasing copious amounts of water towards this outside slope, making for fast and heavy rivers and a number of waterfalls. The region is also marked by porous black rocks, basalt columns and soil whose colors range from grey to rust, resulting from millions of years of volcanic eruptions. Perote, a mountain and semiarid landscape have cold winds and extreme temperatures that sometimes sinks to below freezing (Hoffmann, 1993).

The area is characterized by relatively widely dispersed ranches and communities, located between rivers and separated by gullies, ravines, and steep hillsides. Communities are surrounded by extensive pastures and are typically characterized by sparsely scattered houses, each surrounded by a corn and bean field and gardens with fruit and flowers (Hoffmann, 1993).

The municipality retrieves water from the Teocelo River, which is a tributary to the river La Antigua. It has a number of streams. The Matlalapa River is a tributary of the Teocelo River. Matlalapa river has a flow of about 1,554.9 l/s, with a temperature that fluctuates between 8 and 15 degrees Celsius.

Coatitilán is part of an ejido⁵, shared with several communities from Xico, including Matlalapa, Micoxtla, Aquilitla, Pocitos, Cuauhtemecatla. The ejido was founded in 1939 and spans 866 hectares. The ejido is made up of around 250 families, 1,450 people, most of who are engaged in agricultural activities. The social structure is guided by those highest up, namely the representatives to the ejido and the municipality. The ejido authorities are elected directly in an assembly and are granted the title “Presidente del comisariado ejidal”. The ejido members, community elders, and municipal agent, all elect the municipal authorities in an assembly. There are several federal committees and programs that have been implemented in Coatitilán. These include CONASUPO RURAL, Becas Progresa, CONAFE, Procampo, Credito a la palabra, Parroquial, committees from the PRI and from the PRD, and also the Sociedades de Padres de familia of first and secondary schools, and a group of alcoholics anonymous. Coatitlán has two primary schools, a community store and a chapel. Officially, there is running water, but the infrastructure is not especially stable. It is common for the communities to use the river as an open and shared washbasin (INEGI, 2007; City Hall of Xico informants, 8/2007).

---

⁵ Ejido is the term used for shared land managed communally in Mexico.
3.2.3 Climate
Climate is the defining force in the daily and yearly schedule for the inhabitants of Coatitilán. It is characterized by the high amounts of humid air that are pushed up from the ocean towards the peak of the Cofre del Perote by gulf breezes (Hoffmann, 1993). The lighter summer breezes that accompany the season’s heavy rains characterize the “time of the water” from June through September. The “nortes” mark the winter months, arriving at the Gulf coast with polar winds, bringing with them the cold season from November to February. Lighter rains are also characteristic for this time. They are locally referred to as both “llovisna” and “chipichipi.” The rainy and cold season are separated by a dry period during April and May. During the cold months the temperatures can drop to freezing, “burning” the fields. This can also occur between October and November, damaging corn. A lack of sufficient precipitation in the hottest months, April and May, can also damage the corn, especially if the seeds are sown early. Excessive rain during the beginning of the rainy season can also hurt the fields that are in bloom. For the most part, there has been a reduction in precipitation in the past years. The variations in the hydrological cycle are largely explicable due to the intense deforestation that occurred in the region of the Cofre de Perote during the twentieth century (Hoffmann, 1993). The climate is temperate-humid, with an annual average temperature of about 19°C, abundant rain in July and at the beginning of September, and lesser intensity in February. The annual amount of precipitation is around 1,769 mm (Servicio Meteorologico Nacional Database, 2007).

3.2.4 Livelihoods
Sugarcane, citrus and corn production make up the main cash crops in Veracruz. The state is the sixth highest producer of corn, while there are few farmers who produce on the scale found in the northern states where most of the competitive commercial corn growers are located. Corn production is mostly for household consumption; small quantities are sometimes sold in local or regional markets to contribute to household income. Land holdings are usually less than 5 hectares and are prepared manually. Fertilizers are predominantly organic. Pesticides are used only when the household income allows it (King, 2006).

Due to the altitude, one of the main economic activities in Xico is the sowing, maintenance, harvesting, and industrial processing of coffee. In the lower elevations, the region cultivates sugar cane. The cultivation of corn beans and squash are for self-consumption more than for commercial ends. The soil is fertile and allows for production also of oranges, limes, bananas, peaches and other fruit trees. At higher elevations, the main economic activity is cattle farming, although families
also raise sheep and goats, and have, in the past years, started trout cultivation. Coatitilán is too high for coffee cultivation. The sustenance economy of Coatitilán is based on a creative and organic nature, on local knowledge, on locally recycled inputs that maintain the reliability of nature, on local consumption for local needs (Hoffman, 1993; Shiva, 1989).

Land is divided into small parcels, reflecting a system of production specific to the steep inclines of the Cofre del Perote. Aside from corn production—the milpa—the other staple food includes potatoes. Home gardens allow for cultivation of a range of vegetables, from radishes to peas. Women and men also collect wild spinach “quelite” (Amaranthus hybridus), and cala lily (Zantedeschia aethiopica), capulin (Prunus salicifolia). Livestock is held and pigs, chickens, and goats are kept for family consumption and extra income (Hoffmann, 1993).

The so-called crisis of traditional agriculture in Mexico is especially relevant for the production of corn and beans. There are several factors for the agricultural crisis, particularly the loss of self-sufficiency for basic grains. On one hand, the competence or success of cattle raising and the increase in population have led to a reduction in the fallow time of the milpa from 5-7 years to 2-3 years (Paré, 1996). The impoverished of the soils and restrictions that climate factors place on the region have made it more difficult to cultivate. The crisis is the sum of the nineties that occurred in Veracruz resulted in an increase of inputs into agricultural processes. These implications have not reached Coatitilán.

3.3 Field Work

I stayed in Mexico from July 2007 until September 2007. Before I left, I had my time schedule, a question list, activities, and time set aside for library research. I left, knowing that I would have to just throw myself into being in a small community for the short amount of time that I had. First, I spent almost a week in Mexico City, going from library to library, but spending most of my time at the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico library. I spent time in the history section, the geography section, and in the natural resource, political and ecological section. After this time, I left for Xalapa, Veracruz, where I met my advisor from the Centro de Investigaciones Tropicales. As other researchers know, there are always unexpected situations. Shortly upon arrival to Xalapa, I found out that I would have to change my research location from another village in Veracruz to a different community that I had to find during my allotted fieldwork phase.
Within my first week after arrival in Xalapa, I met two women at the weekly market in the largest central town and municipal headquarters, Xico. The two women, mother and daughter, invited me to their village to talk to women after I briefly described my research about women and water. The next day I went to their village, Coatitilán, and spent the day in their household. That first day I followed one of the women around to collect firewood and “helped,” or rather tried to learn, to make tortillas. After that day I decided to base my research on that village.

Once being accepted into the community by the first two women, I spent the first ten days to two weeks to become acquainted with their family. I accompanied the women on daily tasks and errands, meeting other women in the community through them. I used the snowballing method to meet other women. This means that one woman would refer me, and often introduce me, to another woman—often a sister, a neighbor, cousin, or in-law (Vogl, et al, 2004; Bernard, 2002). I was dependent on the women I already knew as to gain the trust more quickly of new women I met. From women not directly related and friends with the women who had already had more contact with researchers and their projects, skepticism was high—I realized it was better to stick to my original research plan, and to use the methods I had planned for to better avoid unwanted situations. In the following sections I will specifically address the steps and methods, and tools and considerations I took into account during my remaining time during fieldwork.

3.4 Research Diary
My research diary was for taking notes of researchers, authors, book titles and articles, and notes on relevant research. Before I left for the field, I also brainstormed for questions, narrowing them down in order to be better geared for my field-stay in Mexico. Once in Mexico, I used the diary for jotting down observations and quick notes. I also took descriptive notes that were more lengthy and helped me record and keep track of the observations I made, what I watched and what I heard. All of these observations I used to augment question answers from interviews and to shape my research results.

3.5 Data Collection
Working alone and with one month’s time, I was somewhat limited in the methods I was able to use. As Bernard (2002) writes, with limited time, it is important to go into the field situation “armed with a list of questions you want answered” (331). The three methods I used most deliberately included participant observation, informal interviewing, and semi-structured interviews.
3.5.1 Participant Observation
Bernard (2002) calls participant observation the foundation of cultural anthropology. This means that as an outsider, the researcher participates in some facet of the life around them in a given place. Over the course of a month, I “got close” to a group of women in Coatiltilán. I felt that they too were enough comfortable with my presence to allow me to observe and record information about their lives. My month there coincided with several events that heightened the discussion pertaining to water/climate, local infrastructure development, municipal elections, and the [very rainy] rainy season.

Participant observation formed the basis for my field research. This meant I was actively engaged in the life around me. I joined women and their families in everyday activities. I ate with them, helped women to cook and collect firewood. They taught me how to make tortillas, and so I spent mornings and afternoons trying to achieve a perfect tortilla that they were able to make so easily. I joined one woman in her rounds to collect health data on children and mothers, using this opportunity to meet a wide range of women. It was important for these other women to see that I was with someone from their community that they trusted. I was then able to ask them questions in the form of informal interviews. When candidates for the upcoming election came to speak to the community members, I listened and watched concerns expressed by women. After the hurricane I perused the damaged fields with different families and family members to see and hear commentary on the damage.

3.6 Participatory Research Methods
I planned to do two group exercises, mapping and seasonal calendars. Because it did not work to get a group of women together for the specific task of completing these activities, I incorporated questions regarding seasons and how they related to their work, to cultivation, and to market-related issues into interviews and conversations. The rainy season negatively influenced the willingness of women to leave their houses in the afternoons, which was when they had free time.

The mapping activities did not result in the way I had planned or envisioned according to my research proposal and preparation either. One rainy afternoon, there were three families (or the majority of the family members) present in one house. I used this opportunity to ask those present if they could draw me a map of the community, and specifically note the water resources, trees, cultivation areas, roads, and houses. I wanted to see how they considered the physical/spatial relationships between homes (i.e. people for my research) and the most important resources, the things they used. All present adults informally, spontaneously “nominated” a young man to do the
drawing, during which time the rest pointed and advised. I stood in the background, and when someone would ask me about what exactly I wanted, I simply repeated what I had already said and asked them to decide what they considered right, specifically in relation to the size or location of water, streams, etc. They wanted to know if they should draw the stream, because it was only present in the rainy season, and I told them that if they thought it was important, if they used it, or needed it, they should draw it in.

3.6.1 Informal Interviews
Informal interviews are more like conversations than interviews. Keeping track requires persistent note taking during and after conversations. This is the preferred method during the beginning of the field stay, since it helps strengthen the bond to the community and come across other interesting topics (Bernard, 2002).

I used this method during my entire field stay. It filled time when I was waiting for the bus with young mothers, or when I crossed paths with a woman on the road, on the way to get her corn ground. This method allowed me to have access to and spend time with the women in Coatitilán. When I would “slip” into an interview, I considered this an “informal interview,” which was almost accidental or unplanned, but a situation where I would end up talking about the topics relevant to what they knew about water. This spanned a wide range from what they knew about climate, to what they cultivated throughout, and how their days were organized. I categorized my questions and conversational base according to an adapted Berkes (1998) “local knowledge onion.” I used the following list of questions as a guide:

**Practice**
- What is water?
- What do you use water for?
- Which rules guide who, how, when water is used?
- How do water resources change throughout the day, throughout the year?
- What relationships to rain do season, daily schedule have?
- Which jobs are dependent on water?

**Knowledge**
- What problems are there with water?
- What is the seasonal influence on water resources for the household?
How do you know when the weather will change?
How do you know what the weather will be?
How do you know it will start raining?
Are there rules for using water?
Who do you ask for information about rain?
Where do you get water?
Which projects are there for improving water resources?
How are projects impacted by water?
Why is water necessary?
When is there too much water?

Social organization
How do you pay for water?
Who is in charge of water?
Who owns water?
Who controls water?
Who has access to water in the community?
Who in the family has access to water?

Worldview
Which God or Saint is in charge of water?
When do you pray for water?

Language/Local Expressions
What kinds of water are there?
What kinds of rain?
Which seasons are there?
Which language is spoken?
Which crops do you grow?

Economy
How do you earn money?
Which jobs do people here have or look for?
Who leaves the community for work?
Where do they go?
What do they do?
Who does their work when they are gone?
What do plants need in order to grow well?
What jobs does the household require?

Season/Climate
How has climate changed in the past years?
Where do you get your information regarding
3.6.3 Unstructured Interviewing
Unstructured interviewing is more “official” than informal interviewing, since both parties involved know that it is an interview. Such an interview follows a loose plan at the same time that it has minimum control over people’s responses. This is important to get people to express themselves at a pace they feel most comfortable with (Bernard, 2002). I used this method a few times when there was not enough time for a full-length semi-structured interview, but I still wanted to touch upon relevant topics and get input. I used the same list of questions and topics as listed above for the informal interviewing.

3.6.3 Semi-Structured Interviews
Semi-structured interviewing is the best option when there is only one chance to interview someone. While it shares the “freewheeling” qualities with the unstructured interviews, it is based on an interview guide. I used an interview guide for more accurate comparison of information between women. My guide was a list of topics and corresponding broad questions and helped keep conversations on track, keeping both my informants and me from following new leads (Bernard, 2002).

To test the questions I planned to use in my semi-structured interviews, I did a “pretest” first with the mother of an acquaintance who lived in a close-by small community. By doing another test of the questions with my “host” family in Coatitilán. I was further able to gage the appropriateness of the questions. I quickly changed all “yes or no” questions to questions demanding descriptive answers, since my informants were eager to please me and simply agree with my questions. For example: the question “Has the climate changed in the past years? If yes, how?” simply became “How has the climate changed in the past years?” The informants either described the changes to me, or simply negated the fact that the climate had changed.

3.6.4 Sample Group,
According to the census of the year 2005, there are 53 females in Coatitilán that are aged 18 and older (INEGI, 2005). These women are more likely to be actively involved in household management and decision-making. Of these women, I held semi-structured interviews with five, and fourteen unstructured interviews. I held informal interviews with many other women and several
men during the course of each day, on the street, or in other people’s homes. The women I sought out were women who had significant experience in leading a household.

3.8 Data Management
My data storage comprised mostly of writing notes in my notebook, and later typing it and storing the file both on my computer and external hard drive. In the many cases that I was not able to record the interview, but asked questions and observed certain behavior or conversations, I noted the results in the evening, or in a quiet moment. I photographed the people, the landscape, and infrastructure relevant to the water system. The map that came out of the mapping activity is photographed and also backed up. All photographs are backed up both on a DVD and external hard drive.

3.9 Materials and Tools
Although Bernard (2002) suggests paying informants, I chose not to pay with money, but rather buy food and grocery item including coffee, sugar, bread, rice, and candies. I gave the children markers, papers, and paper world maps.

My materials included quite simply my notebook, an Olympus digital recorder, and a Canon camera with a video function, my laptop computer, and a USB memory drive to back everything up. I had full rain gear, good shoes, pens, and paper, and a first aid kit.

3.10 Authorization and Consensus
In my first visit to Coatitilán I talked to several women about the possibility of my doing research there. I was told that there had been several people from the universities and municipalities there for research. They seemed to have had good experiences working with people from “outside,” so I felt that my presence would be more quickly accepted. I verbally confirmed with a group of community-active women that my field research would occur in their community. Then I went to the municipal palace/city hall in Xico to describe my project and let the officials know that I was in the community.

For my field research with mostly women in Coatitilán, I did not use consensus forms. Rather, I felt that by asking their permission and talking with them, I entered into a mutual and clear understanding and agreement.
3.11 Conservation Partners
Women are linked to life and nature through their role as providers of sustenance, food and water. The privileged access of women to providing sustenance has a historical and cultural, and not merely biological, basis. Women’s production of sustenance is also the production of life, because they not only collect and consume what grows in nature but make things grow (Shiva, 1989). Vegetable and flower gardening and foraging for wild foods are attractive to women whose alternative income-earning prospects are limited. Women are producers of livelihood, responsible for the survival of the family, producers of functioning house and crops (Peet & Watts, 1996). As is the case in many rural communities in Mexico, men leave to go either to the “norte,” the United States, or to industrial towns or areas within Mexico to supplement their families’ incomes. This forces women to augment their own work with work left by men. Rochelau (1987) claims that women mobilize their water resource management strategies to ultimately make the best use of the access allotted to them. Water resources enhance the value and quality of land resources, but vary the scope and seasonality of income streams and thus the viability of the economic units engaged in livelihood production (Rochelau, 1987; Schroeder & Suryanata, 1996).

3.12 Analysis
In the context of contradictions, between abundance of water and lack of official water infrastructure, between visions for development and holding onto tradition, and within the framework of the local cultural landscape, women’s local knowledge of water management has a wide range of ingredients. The aim of this study was to learn what women’s local knowledge of water resources in Coatitilán, Veracruz, Mexico was. This involved understanding what women use water for, where they get their water from, what they consider water resources, how they understand water in terms of other elements in the ecosystem, where they learn about water resources, how they learn about water in relation to their livelihoods, and finally, I wanted to find out if the economy, the market, men’s migration, education, local politics and climate change or changing weather patterns have crept their way into how women perceive and understand water.

My data analysis is qualitative. I consolidated all of the information into answers that correspond to the many aspects of my research questions and sorted them into thematic groups. My observations build on the answers I received from the informant women. The results are organized into aggregated groups according to my research questions. Women’s livelihoods, what they are engaged in day to day and how these activities involve water—and the corresponding access to water or water information. I link these results to the basis of the political ecological discourse.
then systematize the ecological processes in their landscape that they see and relate to me follow these results. Finally, I discuss women’s involvement in local politics and the relationship their involvement has to the division of labor and related changes.

Before delving into the results of my stay in Coatitilán, I want to make a disclaimer of caution and careful treading in interpretation. Studies of local knowledge overwhelmingly seem to be based on the assumption that the local knowledge presented is insider knowledge, emic knowledge (Vogl & Puri, 2006). I have a particular problem with this assumption. While I do agree that the results of research in local knowledge are the closest possible scientific representations of what people do actually know, based on their experiences, I do believe that connections and conclusions are drawn by the researcher and reflect the researcher’s perspective. The results that I present need to be understood according to my perspective, my organizational logic. I, as the researcher, filter my perceptions and observations through a lens based on my own life experiences. My lens through which I see the world, my research, is pre-informed with literature I have read and the combination of all my life experiences. So, as a researcher of women’s local knowledge, the results should still be understood as etic, from an outsider perspective (Vogl & Puri, 2006).

3.14 Writing
Because the analysis and writing of this thesis was a part-time endeavor, parallel to working and taking exams, it took longer than I originally anticipated. During this time, my writing style and perspective might have changed. I was constantly reading additional literature, having meaningful conversations with other students, researchers and professors, or attending presentations—all changing the way I perceived the way I analyzed, interpreted and then wrote about my research.
4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Livelihood context of water use
First I will describe what women consider “agua,” their sources, and then how these sources are used in women’s livelihoods—either directly or as a framework guiding their livelihood work. The way women use these water resources is dependent on access: to the sources themselves, to methods for improving quality, to information on forecasts. Ultimately, the interwoven relationship between these aspects supports the role women have in decision-making for their families and the community of Coatitilán as a whole, connecting their case to the political ecological discourse.

4.1.1 Kinds of water and their sources
An often-heard phrase by women is “por el agua.” “Agua” is a catchall term for all moisture in the form ranging from precipitation to surface water. For women in Coatitilán, water is rainwater, spring water, river water and grey water. Women say that they are “ricos de agua” in Coatitilán. There are plenty of springs, streams, a river, and plenty of rain. Water sources, their quality, and what they are used for are directly related to access, which is a different question: how useable and accessible are the water resources in question.

4.1.1.1 Rain
Rainwater is collected, only sometimes for watering or washing. Rain is a source not for water, but for women to schedule their daily and yearly activities on. Prior to installing the water tubing, women’s schedules were filled in large part by water collection. Since that has not played such a central role in the past years, women shape their daily schedule according to rain patterns—mostly to avoid getting wet. This changes their time management. Rainwater can be a source for problems in the women’s immediate landscape, is a source for ensuring vegetation and crop growth.

Women follow a schedule according to the weather patterns during the rainy season (Table 1). Women’s activities include grinding corn and making masa for the families’ tortillas, preparing snacks and lunch for the family, sometimes bringing the smallest children to school, helping men in the milpa, and doing housework: washing clothes, cleaning the house, fixing clothing. There are some women who also make cheese. If women go to Xico to do their mandados, or sell items they collect in Coatitilán, they go in the morning with the bus between 7 and 9.
Table 1 Women’s daily schedule during rainy season based on interviews and participant observation, July-September 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity/Task</th>
<th>Weather patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Get up, drink coffee and eat sweet bread, start grinding corn, 5 kg every 3 days (for a family of 4)</td>
<td>If cloudy, then it rains for a couple hours. If dry and clear-skied, it stays dry and clear-skied until the afternoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wash clothes so that they dry, prepare food for kids, men go to the milpa</td>
<td>In the case of morning rain: can stop for a couple hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kids go to school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Start cooking breakfast and making tortillas</td>
<td>Rain starts and usually lasts through the afternoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Men return from the milpa and everyone eats breakfast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Men go to work (reforestation project, trout, milpa, faena), women work in the homegarden or go help in the milpa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Start cooking lunch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Eat lunch, go to the school for meetings, bring men their food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Wash dishes and clean house, do whatever else needs to be done</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Go to bed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abundant nature of water resources certainly changes the concerns of women. Rainwater resources are not considered valuable resources for household uses, but are relied upon for watering the milpa. I found that rain seems to serve as a framework within which women complete their activities and plan their schedule accordingly. While the attitude to women have towards rain seems neutral, it still is a reason why not to do certain things. For example, when a meeting was supposed to take place for mothers and their children’s health, one Saturday, it was scheduled at two in the afternoon. Since it rained, the meeting did not occur. Overabundance of rain is considered a problem as it causes problems for both plants and soil. Nevertheless, women depend on rain for vegetation and would not know how to deal with an absence of it, since their perception and management of their agroecosystems depends on it. Precipitation fits into a different category of water resources than surface water resources including spring water and streams and rivers. Rainwater is not a common water resource and therefore is not contested in the same way. Therefore, the way it influences women’s livelihood management is through the way it influences the structure of women’s schedule and participation, and their collaboration in community activities.
Rainwater is the pillar for their day-to-life and year-to-year planning. It is the guide for women’s activities. They are accustomed to it and are dependent on it for the way they cultivate their main source of food. At the same time, it can be a source for destruction of the landscape and plants. In this light, rainwater, as is both valued and unvalued as a water resource.

4.1.1.2 River and streams

Rivers and streams stem from the Cofre de Perote mountaintop. In describing these surface water resources, women clearly give the Cofre de Perote an additional, important role in their understanding of their landscape. It looms above them, seeming to emanate special energy or take over some specific role that allows it to be a source for the streams and rivers.

Water from the river and streams is used primarily for washing clothing. However, in the past years women considered river water decreasingly clean, pollution stemming from cleaning, dams, and trout cultivation. Women who don’t do their families’ wash in the rivers do their wash in their homes from the water that comes to the house from the spring via the tubing. The river’s water level doesn’t change so significantly during the dry season, it is nevertheless visible.

The way women in Coatitilán talk about the river fits into the upstream—downstream user kinds of discussions typical of river water use in common property discourses. In the past years, the Universidad Veracruzana was involved in a development project there that would give men an extra income through trout cultivation (Margana Cruz, 2002). This project has, however, polluted river water downstream, so that women can no longer use river water for washing their clothes, as they did before. Furthermore, there is a subtle competition for women to wash their clothes.
earliest. If the downstream users are too late for doing the clothing washing, the water in the streams and rivers is already contaminated with the grey water from upstream women doing their wash. I did not perceive this conflict to be a huge source of contention, whereas when the upstream families were emptying their human waste directly into the stream, downstream women went to the municipal head to have the problem solved.

The river water source is interesting since it is the source that, while being a resource developed for economic income for Coatitilán, the same development is detrimental to water quality for the women who are downstream river users from the aquiculture station. Another downstream/upstream water problem is contamination occurring from laundry washing. This issue is considered a problem by families according to class and access to information and opportunities from outside of the community. It so happens that some of the participant families whose male members are involved in the trout cultivation project also have their own property with their own spring and own tubing, channeling the water directly to their house. This means that they benefit from trout project for extra income and also don’t have to worry about their household water sources. Women who might not live close enough to the families’ homes to get water from their private springs while the tubing was cut off might not have any choice but to use the river water. It is not the men who have to retrieve water, and so women are left to deal with contaminated water and social networks that allowing them to have access to clean water. So, in this simple case of a very small-scale project, the class and gender differentiations are magnified. Again, a well-meant, well-prepared, and successful rural development project “stirs up” a portion of women’s livelihoods, neglecting their knowledge or concerns. However, women adapt to the new circumstances and disinfect water accordingly, using chlorine supplied by the health department. So, in a way, the development project, intended to benefit families, did so only to a limited extent. Women’s knowledge and their needs are ignored, and while they adapt their knowledge also using new informational resources, it drives them to dependence on those resources. In this particular case, they rely on health center for chlorine drops. The pattern of independence—development—dependence falls into the aggressive argument Shiva (1988) dominates in the feminist geography. And while I would like to steer away from aggressive declarations, this situation is so clearly painted by this small example in Coatitilán as it relates to river water resources.

4.1.1.3 Spring water

If they can, women in Coatitilán prefer to use the water that comes from springs because it is cleaner than river water. They use this water for the majority of the household requirements.
Women are wealthy in terms of spring water. Through the rocks and is clean. There are springs where water simply surfaces from under the ground and also other water that emerges from the rocks up further on the mountainside. Spring water reproduces itself with rain. A central issue in the water management infrastructure during the summer of 2007 was the road construction project. The construction required the tubing to be turned off for the duration of the project so that the machinery used for the road construction would not damage the tubes. Thus, the “normal” run of things shifted to a provisionary situation, requiring women to regress to water retrieval patterns from before the water reservoir and tubing were installed. Women retrieved water from springs by walking and manual transferal, and also went to one family’s property that had their own private tubing installed, conducting water from their own spring to their house.

There are three principle springs that Coatitilán uses. Since the reservoir was installed, women no longer have had to spend the additional time to retrieve water for their livelihoods use. Now, in the past nine years the spring water reaches families through tubing that runs through a large part of the community. Because it traverses properties, and goes by houses and roads, it requires disinfection. Women know about the location of the springs because there is a lot of clean water that comes out of the rocks or the ground. By looking around and following water or moisture, they find the spring. They consider themselves lucky because in Coatitilán water will never lessen dramatically, dry up or run out, even if the water coming from the spring and in the river changes according to the season. Direct connection is essentially basic tubing taking the water collected at the spring to individual houses. Because Coatitlan is on an incline, the water moves through the tubing purely by gravity. The water cannot be turned on and off. It keeps running, constantly. There is one larger spring water collection box, which supplies the majority of the downstream families. The families living uphill/upstream from this large spring have another smaller spring that they rely on. The main and largest spring box though, was not able to deliver water to families during the road construction, as it was disconnected. The women called it “tapado.” Because of this, women had to go to the two families who had independent spring and water systems directly on their

![Figure 8 Woman washing clothing at a spring in a close-by pasture.](image)
property. The compromise and extra work that resulted for women did not seem to be a problem. Often, children would go and fill up large buckets.

**Figure 9** Water springs above Coatitlán, coming out of the hillside in the first and last photo, girl standing under the excess waterspout at the water reservoir in the middle photo

Spring water is perhaps the most interesting water source for considering the water management social structure among women, specifically in relation to access and property right issues. This was particularly interesting due to changes in water availability through the tubing due to the construction project. This event highlighted the entire water distribution system and women’s knowledge of the springs, soil and landforms, as I will discuss at greater length in the following chapter.

When the construction project was not under way, the majority of the women got their water as from the large water reservoir box to their homes via gravity. The families living above the large, main reservoir have their own springs. The springs and the water that comes out of them belongs to the families whose property it is on. While the construction project was under way, women would get water from the closest neighbors who had spring water directly channeled to their homes from the corresponding private springs.

I did not perceive any conflicts or negative attitudes in either women who had to go somewhere else to get water or from the families who had the springs at their homes. However, I did sense a sort of superiority or wealth in the families who were self-sufficient in their water supply. And, families who seemed better off seemed more likely to have better access to spring water, either because they had their own spring, or because they had better relations to the families who had their own spring, and so could come get water without any problems from the family with the spring. Had I had more time to research, I would have liked to further investigate the networks between families (represented by women and their contact or relationships to each other) and spring water. Different levels of access to water sources can cause the perception that women have as it relates to the
credibility attached to what women know. It can also influence the power positions within social relations between women, fundamental to their knowledge of water resource management (Warburton & Martin, 1999). Access to information about the water resources and the water resources themselves Local development decisions effect women’s access to and their use of water resources. While these decisions are based on economic development goals, they neglect the degree to which women are affected by the projects themselves (Walker, 2006).

According to women, water resources have always been communal, while private property and land ownership have been a part of Coaitilán for several generations. Water resources, on the other hand, in terms of springs, have been common property, except in the case that a spring is directly located on a family’s property. When such situations arise that affect all women—some because they are cut off from spring water and some then have to share their own personal access to their springs—suggests that women can consolidate and thus increase the possibility of taking on extra collective water management tasks, as Scott & Silva-Ochoa (2001) describe in the case of the Lerma Chapala Basin in Mexico.

4.1.2 Water uses

Women’s livelihoods, ranging from the in the milpa to in their households, guide the way they use water. Since the installment of the water tubing, women predominantly use this water for their needs. Water is used for drinking, for washing and cleaning, cooking, cleaning the clothes and the floor. Because there is already enough vegetation due to the abundance of humidity, water is not used for irrigation. The milpa is never watered or irrigated. The tubed, potable water reaches each house, and comes directly from the springs up on the higher hillsides. Certain houseplants, flowers are watered, except in the rainy season, when the plants are no longer watered. Furthermore, spring water is used in tortilla production. Spring water is needed for the masa, to add moisture to the mixture of corn and lime. The water is added to soak the corn in, before all being ground and

Figure 10 The tortilla making process.
then turned into tortillas. Spring water is used in all food production in families’ households, but the tortilla is the most important.

In describing women’s local knowledge of water resources management in Coatitilán, it is important to define what the sources of their knowledge about water are, and how they have access to certain elements of that knowledge. The source of women’s knowledge is their livelihoods. Their livelihoods define how women use water resources. How women use water resources is also dependent on how their access to water resources is.

In development that does not consider local people’s knowledge and how they might contribute to development plans, nature’s ecological cycles are disrupted. Thereby, women are displaced from maintaining those cycles, sees this process of fragmentation as one of increasing efficiency. Market efficiency and profits do increase through fragmentation, but at the cost of nature’s capital in fertile and living soils and the destruction of women’s work in keeping the inherent fertility of soils alive. Movements by rural women to protect forests or rivers have always been rooted in protecting their agricultural base. If considered through the production of a tortilla: each increase in “productivity” in this system is a decrease in the productivity of women as food producers and processors (Shiva, 1989).

4.1.3 Water quality and treatment
While the water stemming directly from the springs appears to be clean, it must be disinfected to rid it of parasites. The water is either boiled or drops of chlorine are used. The chlorine drops are distributed by the health clinics. After using the chlorine drops, the water is still raw but disinfected. The women used to think that the water that came from the spring was clean, not contaminated in anyway. But the health clinic told them otherwise. Grey water is water that has been used to wash clothing, dishes, or the floor. It can no longer be used and it is thrown out. Women have their husbands or another male family member make of canal or hole in the ground that is used for disposing of grey water. They reason that the ground consumes the grey water. They don’t have any other system for disposing of their used water. Water does not surface in these areas. Water resources can become abused if women do their wash and it contaminates all the water. Each person has the right to go to the municipal “president” to complain and tell him that something doesn’t work. Grey water is dirty because of the whole village. In Coatitilán there is not such a problem with grey water because the houses are far apart and there is no collection of trash. Now,
due to the tractors working on the road construction the water coming down from that mountainside, the water is dirty, full of dirt, and cannot be used for drinking.

Women’s knowledge of water quality reflects their generation and education. This in turn is reflected by the access they seem to have to the world outside of Coatitilán. This, furthermore, is related to their children, if they leave Coatitilán for work or for school, and what news and information they then bring back to the community and home with them. The older women I talked to maintained that their water was very clean, and, in their attempt to please me, as the outsider, praised the high quality of their rural, subsistence based life, relying on the resources they had in their immediate landscape. Younger women, who have children ranging from young to young adults, when speaking about water quality, mentioned two different factors. One was the sterilizing of the spring water and one was the treatment of grey water. Women consistently mentioned that they were lacking the availability of drainage systems. For temporary measures, some women said that they dug holes where they emptied their grey water. Women in Coatitilán know that if other families and their use of the rivers for their sewage contaminate water, families can get sick. Like environmental hazards, it would falter on the same conceptual and practical problem: accounting for and understanding change in a complex modern political economy.

4.1.4 Coatitilán and water infrastructure: participatory mapping
As a beginner in coordinating participatory research methods, my planned mapping activity (planned according to Bernhard, 2002) took its own route, adapted to the families participating. It became a simply sketched map of Coatitilán, as described by those involved. According to my plans, I had hoped to engage a group of women in a participatory research activity, namely having them draw a map of Coatitilán, the water sources and infrastructure, and any other important features in their landscape. Of course, the commentary coming from the women was the most interesting, as they told the drawer to draw a water spring “there!” pointing to a spot in the mountains.

The map shows the largest spring in Coatitilán, and corresponding reservoir that supplies the majority of the village. It is located above the highest area of the village and is on the land that belongs to one certain family. There are several families who have their own private, smaller spring in case their home is not close to the water tubing line, or uphill from the reservoir or too far downhill. The school connected their water supply to a private spring connection, shown in the map
as Teodora Galves’ property and spring. Prior to their connection, the school children went along with the teacher to the river to fill water containers for use in the school.

When I asked the participants to draw where the water resources are located. The main water resources, including the river, the stream, the largest springs, and the water reservoir tank and tubing were drawn in. I feel that with an experienced researcher I would have gained more from this activity.

4.2 Women’s local knowledge of ecosystemic elements
Because of their work both in the cultural landscape—the milpa, their home gardens, and collecting wild vegetables—women make many connections between the natural resources and ecosystemic elements that make up their agroecosystem. Women in Coatitilán, as rural women engaged in agrarian livelihoods, should have local knowledge of ecosystemic elements representative of land managers worldwide. With ecosystemic elements, I refer to the resources that are available to women in their landscape that they use for their livelihoods.

4.2.1 Interactions between landscape elements
In this section I organize the results of my interviews and participant observation and organize them according to the principle interactions occurring between them, as in the literature review. They are organized following a hierarchal ecosystem model, similar to the way interactions related in literature are organized.

4.2.1.1 Water resources and vegetation
At the springs, the water comes out of the ground because of all the trees. Trees moisten the soil; with a large number of trees, springs come into being and that is where the water comes out. If the trees are cut, if the mountainside is deforested, then the community will suffer for a lack of water. Furthermore, having larger forests will attract more rain. More rain will allow spring water to be reproduced. Women used to say it should rain because the seedlings in the milpa still needed more time before they would come out of the ground.

4.2.1.2 Vegetation and soil
If the mountainsides could be successfully reforested, then the mountainside could be saved. The water is a problem for where they opened the mountainside for the construction.
Figure 11 Participatory mapping: Coatitilán
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Trees and forest strengthen the soil, preventing it from sliding and thereby damaging the pastures and milpas. The soil in turn, in such cases of mudslides, suffocates the corresponding vegetation. Soil thus has the effect of suffocating the vegetation.

4.2.1.3 Landforms and water resources

Excess rain in the rainy season can cause plants to rot. It can also instigate mudslides since the soil becomes too heavy with moisture, explained with the phrase “por el agua” reflects the role that water can take on.

Construction and development of the landscape around Coatitilán make the soil weaker, opening it up to the rain, and causing whole chunks of earth to slide. This occurs because excess rain is no longer absorbed by the soil, then creating rivers and streams on its own.

4.2.1.4 Atmospheric pressures and landforms

Atmospheric pressures include anything from rain, to clouds, fog, wind, and other weather related events. Landforms include anything related to topography, elevation or steepness. The
relationship goes in the other way with the high elevation attracting the fog. Women say that the air pressure pushes the humidity up from the ocean. Excessive rain causes loosened soil to slide. The clouds come from the ocean by Veracruz. And then the clouds rise up towards the Cofre de Perote. There are times when the water comes even if the weather is nice. There are times when the weather is nice, in Coatitilán, but in the lower elevations it rains. The Cofre de Perote is what sustains the community, because it informs women of what is coming, warning and forecasting. When it is clearly visible, but the air moves downward, it is because there is no bad weather. Even though women in Coatitilán rarely go to the ocean, they can see it. And, it plays a large part in the way they explain weather patterns and weather behavior.

4.2.1.5 Water and soil
Excessive water in the rainy season loosens the soil. Less rain means there is more sun. Less trees result in less rain and increasingly strong sun. In the case of the road construction project, and combined with the excessive water, the rocks and dirt that were moved around for the road construction and there was a mud slide, covering the grazing fields with mud and rocks, destroying part of the milpa. Lack of moisture hinders the plant from the normal climate patterns.

4.2.1.6 Atmospheric pressures and fauna
Weather events such as thunderstorms kill animals. The remaining relationships between these two ecosystem players were related to me through the way that women forecast weather events. When the rooster crows, or “sings,” during the night, it means that the weather will change. The rooster knows in advance when the weather is changing. If the weather is dry and nice, the goats are let out. The goats also warn the community if it will rain, because they start to shake and move around.

4.2.1.7 Atmospheric pressures
Women use weather signals to predict precipitation. Based on the time of year, they are prepared for different kinds of related precipitation. It generally rains in the afternoon, but the encroaching rain can be predicted more appropriately through different signals. Most often, fog settled into the landscape at one or two in the afternoon. As the fog lowers, a light wind starts blowing and temperatures lower. Otherwise, women gage how coming weather will be according to different signals: the darker the clouds, the heavier the rain, when the sky is cloudy, and when it arrives. When the clouds are closer to the ground, they rise up and it starts to rain. Clouds only rise, they don’t sink. The ocean influences “sends” clouds up to Coatitilán.
If, upon awakening in the morning, it is dark and cloudy, it doesn’t take long before it starts to rain, unless in the case of a cyclone. The main daily weather shifts are at 8am, at noon, and at two in the afternoon. Fog also signals seasonal changes. When fog covers the Cofre de Perote, a season change is anticipated. Fog is humidity present in the air. When humidity is no longer in the air, it means that the dry season is approaching.

4.2.1.8 Meteorological Signals

The moon is important part of the forecasting system. It is not considered a part of the immediate ecosystem, but is nevertheless a deciding factor in climate, weather, and seasons. The moon “manda,” or sends, the rain. Women use the moon to know when it is time to start sowing their seeds. It is normal that the stages of the moon come with increments of increasing water, and so sometimes the moon becomes full of water.

My results demonstrated how extremely important and inseparable from the context of place, the place inseparable from affiliated livelihoods, together forming the cultural landscape, the quilted result of land use that women are a part of. Ecological ways of knowing nature are participatory. They require involvement with the landscape, with the natural resources, with the ecosystem. Nature is the experiment and women, as agriculturalists and water resource managers, have the role of natural scientists. Their knowledge is ecological and plural, reflecting both the diversity of natural ecosystems and the dynamic occurring in cultures that are part of the cultural landscape (Shiva, 1989; Sauer, 1925), which in turn is evolving as economic demands change livelihood practices.
4.2.2 Agrarian calendar: livelihoods and landscape

I have organized the agrarian calendar, put together according to information I recorded from women, according to precisely the agrarian activities that inform women’s knowledge about climate, weather and seasons.

The dry season is the season for cutting down the crops. The seeds are sown in February. Knocking down the plants because the corn has to be sown and cultivated does this. A normal rainy season is needed so that things can grow and a normal dry season is needed to work the fields. Thunderstorms are in April and May, incurring strong winds that knock things over. There is almost always wind, although the patterns are different than they used to be. These thunderstorms are more windy than rainy, which can be detrimental for the young plants that are sprouting up during this time. May is the hottest month, followed by June, which is the month that is both hottest and with the rainiest. July also belongs to the also a rainy month with thunderstorms. The most flowers grow in October. December is the coldest month, with freezing rains, called heladas. It is so cold that when it rains, everything freezes, and nothing grows.

Table 2 Agrarian calendar organized according to month, season, precipitation, work done in the milpa, home and homegarden, foraging and other notable climate events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Season</td>
<td>Cold season</td>
<td>Dry Season</td>
<td>Transition season</td>
<td>Rainy season</td>
<td>Cold season</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>Hailstorms</td>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Bochorno</td>
<td>Thunderstorms</td>
<td>Heavy rains, cyclones, aguaceros</td>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Chipi-chipi, nortes, fog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milpa</td>
<td>Harvesting last corn, Preparing fields for corn and bean planting</td>
<td>Planting corn, beans, fertilizing fields</td>
<td>Weeding, Pest management, and fertilizing</td>
<td>Harvest corn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home and home garden</td>
<td>Plant broad bean, squash, peas</td>
<td>Plant calla lilies</td>
<td>Harvest vegetables, fruits, and flowers making cheese</td>
<td>Harvest callalilies and sell them in Xico.</td>
<td>Planting seeds for plants in home garden.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foraging and other</td>
<td>No special activities.</td>
<td>Collect quelites</td>
<td>Collect capulín and wild spinach and sell in Xico</td>
<td>No special activities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate related events</td>
<td>Transition, mild and stable.</td>
<td>Erosion due to the heavy rains, no work, men migrate to towns for work, “tiempo de guayaba.”</td>
<td>Frost burns crops.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ice burns the plans, burns the bean, and burns every kind of fruit. The ice dries out the chilies. People who know how to take care of their plants and fruits and everything, they are successful, and those who don’t know how to take care of things, their plants dry.
Climate patterns do not change; there are rainy days and dry days. The normal climate pattern is being changed so that it months formerly characterized by specific seasons are now divided into a half-month of rain and half of a month of dryness. Every year it changes, and things are no longer the same.

Women’s knowledge of ecosystem processes is necessary because it reflects the local environment, the local cultural landscape context that is the frame for understanding water resources and their connection to each part of the cultural landscape, which their livelihood are a very alive part of. Forecasts are dependent on women’s knowledge of the processes occurring between ecosystemic elements.

When the people in Coatitilán noticed that there was less rain, and there was a project from CONAFOR to reforest the mountainsides, they developed a conservation ethic, stemming from the awareness of their ability to damage an important element in their landscape, natural resources (Berkes, 1999). Marsh (1898) referred to the local knowledge of processes occurring between natural resources and elements of the agroecosystem as “invisible” bonds of ecology. Women and elements in the ecosystem reflect knowledge that forests influence amounts of water. Constructions of the environment are reflected most clearly by the categories in which nature is described and ordered. Local people, scientists, and other observers all have taxonomies for soils, species, and land covers, reflecting their constructions of the environment. This stems from the fact that land managers have an intimate knowledge of their local environment, conditions, problems, priorities and criteria for which they manage their natural resources (Berkes 1999; Sumber, et al, 2003).

The problem with development plans that go unquestioned lies in the centralized authorities’ belief that they create water and have the power to augment it. These plans do not succeed in recognizing that women and other rural producers are participants in the hydrological cycle and can survive sustainability only through that participation. That is why in water management, it is imperative to think and act ecologically, to “think like a river,” and to flow with the nature of water (Zwarteveen, 2006). The women recognize that water circulates from seas to clouds, to land and rivers, to lakes and to underground streams, and ultimately returns to the oceans, generating life wherever it goes. It is a renewable resource by virtue of this endless cyclical flow between sea, air and land. Damaging the water cycle is probably the worst but most invisible
form of violence because it simultaneously threatens the survival of all. They direct and commoditize thinking about water as a resource and create an illusion of producing abundance while manufacturing scarcity (Shiva, 1989; Singh, et al, 2004) even if the scarcity is spread to other resources in the landscape, including the people who are part of it.

4.3 Women’s water management and community involvement

The dimension of migration of increased in the past decades, as have the corresponding changes in agriculture and rural landscapes (Jokisch, 2002), spreading to the way income is earned, how they earn it, and how this translates to who makes what decisions. In this section I will not only address migration and the way it ultimately influences women’s local knowledge of water resources, but also the way measures to economically develop the community and related added income to the community change the social structures between women, and thus also their knowledge sources.

4.3.1 Infrastructure Development

Increased mobility, made possible by the roads and bus installed in the early 1990s, has reduced hunger in the community. There is always enough corn and enough beans. And the rest is dried or bought in the town for income. Before the village occasionally suffered from a lack of food, but now there is always enough to eat. It all came to be because there was a municipal president who wanted to build a road, thirteen or fourteen years ago. Before this road, the community was private and closed, with footpaths leading to Xico. With the new road the community will have access to Perote and increased services.

The road construction project was a great source of excitement. Every day, women asked me if I have already seen where “la maquina” was that day. They pointed it out, and one woman asked me if I wanted to go look at the road and its progress. “La maquina” is spoken of in a manner suggesting pride and admiration. The road will connect the small villages of the “ejido,” to Perote, a larger town on the highway between
Xalapa and Puebla. Perote is special because “Well,” explains Juana, “We can buy more cheap things there.” Other women explain that they can sell things in Perote and make extra more money. The road promises more traffic through Coatitilán, which can lead to potential extra income. “Fidel,” the governor of Veracruz, funds the road construction, according to the women I speak to. Through the joy of being more connected to Perote, the women feel an opportunity to join the modern world that many of their husbands, sons, and brothers have access to when they migrate to the city for work during the week.

The entire community is involved in the development. Several men that work on the road construction project are directly from Coatitlan. The women take turns among themselves to prepare large lunches for the men. The attitude toward the road construction is mixed. During the rainy season, as the women I spoke to explain, the abundance of rain loosens the dirt, making everything muddy and loose. The area under construction is at risk for mud slides. When the dirt becomes excessively loosened and slides, it covers the communities’ fields, making everything “enlodado.” With mud, rocks, and dirt covering the fields, the young corn crop is at risk for being ruined. The grazing pasture for the few cows is also destroyed. The rainy season of 2007 was particularly strong. This meant that there were many days that were so rainy, that further construction and work on the road was impossible. The prolonging of the project left it unfinished, increasing the risk for mudslides, and making the relationship to the project increasingly rocky.

The theme of development stability-crisis-adaptation appears over and over in many types of agroecosystem landscapes. Resource crisis are important for the renewal of management systems, just as dynamic ecosystem processes are important for the renewal of ecosystems, in the case of Coatitilán, the hurricane and the corn crop (Berkes, 1999). There is a central importance of community based resource management in traditional systems, and thus also the needs to incorporate participatory processes into contemporary resource management, even if these are simply reciprocal sharing of relevant environmental, political information. Local needs are addressed in local decision-making (Peet & Watts, 1996). It is precisely the lack of participation women have in local decision-making that results in results that are detrimental to the cultural landscape, disabling full completion or progression of women’s livelihoods the way it “otherwise” would. In this sense, Shiva’s argument that development is a direct assault on women’s local knowledge of environmental services is understandable. It is precisely this lack of
representation that women then get in these kinds of political discussion of ecosystem services that is reflected in the feminist political ecology discipline.

The principles of local control, democratization, and community-based sustainable development are apparent in Coatltilán, which is a local community with a strong heritage. It is important to consider that these rural social communities are situated in a cultural, economic, agro-ecological and socio-political context, influencing how, and why, the women manage resources in particular ways (Bebbington 1996). Whether this can be translated to women’s gender identity as it is constructed by their use and nature of the local context is hard to say. I feel that women identify with their work because they have little choice. And their work is inevitably connected to the way they use their local natural context and the way they understand the nature of their local context. Nevertheless, I do not feel confident that I witnessed a strong identity as such.

4.3.2 Local Politics, Women, and Water
In the summer of 2007 the municipal elections for Xico were going on. Candidates from each party came to the community and held speeches, talked to the people gathered around, and distributed gifts. Women were vociferous about their discontent with the infrastructure services, several agreeing that the government often made promises for but did not fulfill them. Before the election, women told me that the PRI\textsuperscript{6} party had gone from house to house and talked to the women about buying their vote, offering 200 pesos per vote. They spoke to the women, since women are at home during the day. This was not a worthwhile sum, and didn’t have enough sway. Women were active in the dialogue about the municipal elections.

Figure 16 Women attending the PRI campaign speech.

\textsuperscript{6} Partido Revolucionario Institucional
When speaking to women about the government’s role in the community, many referred to “Fidel,” the current governor of Veracruz state, who funded the road, the school, and health services. They spoke with approval of Fidel, saying that he had brought them many good things. The municipal president did not make out so strongly with praise from women, who said he was not good at bringing them things that they needed. He supplied money for building materials, in exchange, the local men contributed with faena to complete construction.

Figure 17 Election booths at the primary school in Matlalapa.

During the campaign season, women were always present when a candidate came to give a speech. If one woman offered her opinion or advice of what the community needed from the local government, specifically concerning a better water supply system, women backed each other up, agreed with each other. They spoke about what they and their families needed more than the present men. A children’s health initiative was being built up while I was there. One of my informants was in charge of the initiative, which included going to each home in the community where there were young children and weighing them, measuring them, and getting a
general assessment of their health. Most young mothers were receptive to the initiative and interested in the access to better health services. Women meet regularly for school related issues. They meet with the teacher to discuss what their children are doing, and what the school needs. Mothers were interested in opportunities to improve children’s health and education. Women were also organized and loosely connected through an informal network that existed was between the upstream and the downstream women of the main community water line. Downstream users talked to each other about the misuse of the upstream families of the river and small tributary with their sewage. The downstream women complain to the municipal politicians.

Women are connected through issues that, in feminist geography are contested in the way in which they are and have been attributed to belonging to the women’s realm—the household. However, when health and household survival is brought “outdoors,” through water quality, women enter a different realm. I would say that their involvement in water distribution, infrastructure, and quality brings women to a new level. Their children’s education, health and therefore, also water quality, because it directly affects the household. Water brings women “out” and is one of the central binding forces in Coatitilán.

4.3.3 Division of Labor
Men do the work in the fields; they do all the work for cultivation. If a woman does not have a husband or male family member, the woman looks after the animals and the field, and goes to collect the wood. Women’s work is in the home and kitchen; but, they also have to do men’s work outside. For example, men collect wood, and women help them, care for and work with the wood. If men say that there is a lot of sowing that needs to be done, women go to the fields and weed. Women also help them fertilize the soil. Women are very clear in relating their heavy workload and emphasizing that they have more work than most men.

Working is the only way the food, the money, is brought into the family. Work ensures and food and income. Sons and husbands work so that the rest of the family won’t suffer. They take things with them down to town to sell during the „time of the guayaba.“ Thankfully our family doesn’t have to experience the „guayaba“ because we have not been without anything to eat. The time of the guayaba is when there is nothing to eat and nothing to sell. If there is no food to sell, they women sell the calla lilies, cheese. Milk and cheese earn money.
The clearest distinction between women and men's work is that men are engaged in *faena*, work that is communal, and for maintaining the community. Men don’t have to work in the fields except for every moon. Men never mill the corn. Men’s work is confined to the machete. Men do the electrical work. Water infrastructure is installed and maintained by the men in the community. The municipal government supplies the funding and the men do the work. The men decide among themselves who is responsible for which jobs. While there is no pay, it is done for the benefit of the community. Nine years ago the community members that did not have water access directly at their house got together and got funding from the municipal government for materials to install a water line and reservoir from the largest spring above the village to the houses.

Men are in “officially” in charge of the *milpa*, but the women also assist in the work done on the there, and otherwise bring food to the men working in the *milpa*. During the rainy season, men go and work in the cities and elsewhere to earn extra money. They typically work in construction.

To supplement the available income of their husbands, sons, and some daughters, women in Coatitlilán go to Xico to sell calla lilies, fruits, and some vegetables both harvested and foraged. Several women told me that this was not possible until their houses were connected to a water line, since they had extra time to find and produce items to sell. One of the women I talked to had completed midwife training and used to supplement family income through her midwife service to Coatitlilán and other communities in the *ejido* until medical services arrived. Several
women also make and sell cow, sheep, and goat cheese. Milk is sold to dairies. Several women asked me to show them how to knit so that they could make bags and sell them in addition to the food products.

Figure 19 Woman with her cheese production set-up and a woman with her plants that she sells.

Education is directly related to income. Children attend one of two primary schools in Coatitilán, and then go to the secondary school in Matlalapa. Many young women get pregnant during their secondary education, where they meet the young men. When they get pregnant, the young women generally move into the home of the young man, and the young men leave school to work in Xico, Xalapa, or other surrounding larger areas to earn money for the additional family members. Young men and women who reach the level of the high school have to go to school in Xico, requiring their families to pay for housing and food. I did not meet any families where a family member had completed high school, due to financial constraints.

While women have the self-confidence and give themselves the credit for their work, they also relinquish some of that exuded independence when describing that men work to support their families. However, with men migrating to the other towns to work, women use their ability to take over men’s work to also take over their involvement in their participation in local political decisions, by attending campaign talks and voting.

As Jokisch (2003) describes, the removal of labor can threaten the capacity of households to respond to labor demands, eventually maybe leading to a reduction of cultivation or agricultural production. He asks whether migration undermines agricultural systems or if it changes the rural
cultural landscape. In Coatitilán, migration doesn’t necessarily change these elements. Instead, women take on an increased load of tasks that were formerly done by men. However, as more and more of the younger people migrate also, including young women, the local labor force will decline and the cultural landscape could very well be changed. Furthermore, with the increased access to larger towns and mobility offered to the community, earning an income outside of Coatitilán will become increasingly easy and the norm, and perhaps the *milpa* will lose cultural value. On the other hand, as women recognized with the implications of deforestation, giving up on one of the key livelihoods from the local cultural landscape was detrimental. So, I would assume that the cultural value of the *milpa* would hopefully be retained as not to lose either self-sufficiency or a part of the cultural landscape. Meanwhile, additional income from migration labor would at first be used for luxury goods and not for the household or education, as suggested by Durrand and Masey (1992). This trend would perhaps not last long before being reversed and the community became accustomed to additional income.

4.3.4 Religion and Natural Resource Management

People pray to San Isidro, the saint of the crops. When there are strong storms, the community prays to the saint: “San Isidro, blessed, San Isidro, farm worker, take away the water (rain) and bring the sun, because we want the sun for our harvest.” If the wind becomes strong and destroys the crops, they also pray to San Isidro for a harvest. Santa Juquila has been vigilant in Coatitilán for six years. Only God knows where a hurricane or storm comes from. San Isidro is the saint of the earth, the protector of soil. The Virgin de Guadalupe is also important in Coatitilán as she is everywhere in Mexico. This is because she is Mexican, “*indígena,*” and represents the whole region. The two, and God, are important for the harvest and the planting. In Coatitilán there is one chapel designated to the Santa Juquila. One

![Figure 21 Alter for Santa Juquila inside a family’s home.](image)

7 “San Isidro, Bendito, San Isidro labrador, quitanos el agua y pon el sol, porque la verdad es que nosotros queremos el sol de la siembra.”
family has a small Saint in their home; others adorn the rooms where they sleep with small pictures of the saints.

The mexicanized Catholicism of the women in Coatitilán varies in the way it manifests itself into their speech, or habits as they walk by the church, look at their pictures of the saints they have on their wall. The older women, integrated religious rhetoric into their speech more often, with phrases such as “solo Dios sabe.” Younger women were not particularly feverous in the belief they exuded. When one woman told me that I could pray to Santa Juquila and ask for money, or a car, the saint would help me get it, I started to feel somewhat skeptical of the depth to which they believed in her.

4.3.5 Language: local vocabulary for climate related events
Women refer to the original language as “Mexicano.” No one speaks it anymore, except I was told, one old lady in Ixochil, the neighboring village. I was told that even the oldest informant’s parents did not speak it. Nevertheless, I noticed that a number of plants had “Mexicano” names. Local names for different kinds of rains include “chipi-chipi,” referring to a light, constant rain, most often affiliated with late fall and early December. “Aguaceros” are the heavy rainstorms that predominate in the rainy season. “Nortes” are strong rains in combination with strong winds that are characteristic for the later winter months. The dry months are called the “tiempo de guayaba,” meaning that there is no food and little income.

As other studies demonstrate, traditional knowledge and classification systems are kept alive through the local language. When speaking between themselves, women in Coatitilán did speak more quickly and with a different intonation than they did when speaking with me. And they wanted me to meet the woman who spoke Mexicano, wanting to impress me.

4.4 Discussion Summary
The central event occurring in Coatitilán during the summer of 2007 was a state-funded road construction project. This project influenced women’s perception of their environment and augmented their interest in political events, and clarified the social networks and stratification women are a part of.

During this time, women’s livelihoods temporarily shifted back to older patterns of water retrieval, and washing laundry in the streams. Concern for water infrastructure saturated the way women spoke to local politicians, and bolstered their enthusiasm for travel to other towns in the future. In a way they, as women, were empowered through the road construction project and
may be increasingly so in the future. Migration and men’s work in other places leads to a greater shift in the roles women have in their households and the community as their livelihoods may change. Women will be granted more space for input and they will take it and use it to their individual and community benefit.

In community decision-making, especially that concerning water resources, both precipitation and surface, women need to be consulted. Had the institutions of governance and affiliated engineers consulted with the women, they would have found out that the rainy season was the wrong time to conduct such road construction and that the construction was problematic for the families’ water resources. Also, the damage on the cultural landscape as a whole affected the whole community: the grazing pastures and cultivated fields were filled with rocks. Without effective governance institutions at the appropriate scale, natural resources and the environment are in increasing risk stemming from increasing consumption and new technologies for resource use. The knowledge base of resource use and management is strongest in small-scale ecologies and between people’s networks in communities that are based on a series of successes and failures that have existed for many generations.

The road construction project also reinforced the sense of community in the way women dealt with the changes in water retrieval. Women with their own springs on their property allowed other women access. If the relationship between the women who got water from another woman’s property was not on good terms, the retriever sent her children. In this sense, communities uphold face-to-face communication, increasing potential for building trust between resource users. The characteristics of resources and social interaction in many subsistence societies have the right conditions for the evolution of effective self-governing resource institutions.

The question of access to water for several women then resulted in a power play, which I did not get to explore further. Different levels of power within user groups allow some to ignore common use agreements. Local knowledge becomes a control resource. In this same line, women who had increased control because of their higher social position—based largely on access to more fertile landscape, natural resources, and water springs—used the increased knowledge they may have had to control their resources and the way other women could access resources.
Human-environmental interactions and processes are often gendered. The differing access men and women have to different aspects of agroecosystems is based on their different social and cultural roles. Changing gender roles or power can drive environmental transformation (Carney, 1996; Rochelau, 1996). This can be related to water, who uses it and who is in charge. In Coatitilán, these shifts occur predominantly as a result of men’s migration to cities and other places for work. The opposing systems of men and women are the products of socially and culturally created structural positions relative to labor and nature. “Normal” women’s work and “normal” men’s work, and the expectations assigned to gender explains much about what women and men know about their environment, how much access they get to elements of agroecosystems, and their ability to adapt to environmental risks and burdens. Hidden implications of agricultural change might now be seen simultaneously as costs in women’s power. Women’s prominent role in environmental management might be understood in terms of a simultaneously occurring decline in gender-specific expertise that is critical for community survival (Brodot, 2001). Scott & Silva-Ochoa’s suggestion is applicable to the women in Coatitilán, namely, that the consolidation of water users seem to increase the likelihood of them taking on extra collective water management tasks. Sharing water among women means ensuring solidarity and improving chances for community survival.

Rural social systems are structured around divisions of labor and power that differ in their access and responsibility for natural goods and systems. Who controls what, who is allowed to decide about what, and who is expected to do what tasks are the issues at hand in this discourse. Any development effort geared at a specific group has notable implications for the environmental systems governed by that group, gender or community. By explaining how environmental conditions change and why, people not only articulate their notions of how ecosystems work, but also the patterns of cause and effect they perceive. Such explanations further reveal their

**Figure 21** The processes informing women’s local knowledge of water resources.
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perceptions of how landscapes looked and functioned in the past (Davis and Wagner 2003; Schroeder & Suryanata, 1996).

Women’s local knowledge of water resource management starts with the way that they use water resources—either through weather or surface. This is translated to the access they have to it, or how they deal with the access to it. Access is informed, in part by their local knowledge of water resources in their landscape. This goes to include rainwater in the sense that their knowledge of weather and its impact on other ecosystemic elements defines how they can access rain or avoid rain to perform their livelihood tasks. Decision-making refers to household decisions, when to go to the municipal capital, Xico, to go to the market, how to schedule their day, how to use water, and how to treat it. Decision-making defines if they use certain sources. The decisions women make reflects their needs. Women’s local knowledge is thus the product of interrelated factors, but not to be separated from their cultural landscape and the affiliated livelihoods.
5. Conclusion

Women have had more presence in local decision-making processes since the road connecting Coatitilan and Xico was built, resulting in a greater number of men migrating frequently for job opportunities in larger towns and cities. Thus, women have to take on the men’s roles and maintain that *machismo* is less present than it was before—the women allow less than they did before. The more blatantly gendered constructions have changed mostly in the last ten years, coinciding with the time when mobility to Xico and other villages in the *ejido* increased due to improved transportation infrastructure. I believe that as women’s vision of their landscape is extended to include a larger area, there are increasing livelihoods that will use natural resources in different ways than they do now. This means that women’s needs will change, their cultural landscape will change, and thus so will their local knowledge of managing water resources—either with a varied rain schedule or no need to regard the precipitation, climate, or with changing infrastructure that does not force women to collaborate for systematized community water management system.

Signals from the environment have to be received and properly interpreted by women in question if they are to be successful in adapting their water management to new circumstances in their community. Different water users relate in different ways to the different water resources that are available. Adaptive management assumes that nature cannot be controlled and yields predicted; uncertainty and unpredictability are characteristics of all ecosystems, including cultural landscapes, and the people that are a part of them.

Women’s local knowledge has to do with their position in the power relations not only with the male community counterparts, but the male dominated political, decision-making regime that governs how landscapes are changed in the name of development, thereby disregarding resources that women depend on for their livelihoods. Furthermore, women’s local knowledge of water resources will increasingly be affiliated with empowerment—giving women’s own work and span of energy the recognition it deserves, trusting *their* knowledge of *their* landscape that their management depends on.
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